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We cannot afford to ''isolate" from the world most 
civilised and developed economic corridor' in terms of 
national economic security or interest. Nations with the 
most scrutinized policy positions and theories where 
standards are formulated in centuries, for national gains 
have returned to promote deglobalization based on 
well articulated sustainable future geared to national 
interest.

We cannot afford to stay aloof. We have to remodel 
and chart policy roadmaps to grow our Great Nation's 
indigenous enterprises for our children's children 
future. I lie Not, 55% of our most resourced economic 
pie should be grown in their hands for national security 
interest and in strict adherence to policy positions. 
Indigenous enterprises / entrepreneurs should be 
supported and fully empowered to grow and promote 
national security interest at all strata. All over the 
world, indigenous enterprises and its technologies are 
the main heartbeat of national security. World war II 
was won by the world most civilised corridors due to 
policy directions enforced by policy maker to 
developed indigenous enterprises's products and 
technology for national security. Help us to grow our 
nation through a strategic policy direction. Promote 
Nigeria's economic independence, Love Nigeria and 
help her wellbeing, Nigeria is rich enough to grow its 
economic corridor for a competitive future and 
sustainability of our children's children's generation.

We are on the part way to moving to our area of 
operations which is the policy maker's directives to 
create more job for our youths. 

Share this with all to appeal to policy maker to promote 
polices that empowers indigenous enterprises takeover 
55% of upstream  oil and gas economic engines as to 
adhere to policy directives for national security. World 
most civilised corridors have launched theirs too in 
different eyes. We have to wake up now and set a new 
economic trajectory for national security to avoid being 
choked or isolated by acts of our future adversaries.

 Jack-Rich Tein Jr.
President, Belema Foundation

ICON OF PHILANTHROPIC GESTURES  
...let Love Lead



PUBLISHER'S 

You are most welcome on board to our new and 
tastefully packaged, “The Exponent Magazine” 
Indigenously Nigerian, Traditionally African. It is our 
vow to henceforth give you all round news,  updates, 
and personality profile in all fields of information.

Discipline is an expression of commitment to positive 
values. It encapsulate morality, ideal social 
inclinations and honesty. The advancement of 
democracy and compliance with the rule of laws by 
both citizens and government alike are intertwined, to 
a degree that failure to nib social menace in the bid to 
expand the coast of crimes. Without strict compliance 
with moral standards and acceptable norms, the society 
is at  risk of high powered insecurity and 
uncontrollable malfeasance.

One major defect of capitalism is the creation of 
hyperinflation, which usually makes currency less 
valuable and  pave ease of access to poverty and series 
of social deprivations. Nations usually conceptualise 
developmental plans and follows the implementation 
with the deserving energy and sincerity of purpose. 
Indeed, we had developmental plans, but each 
successive federal administration since 1985 have 
failed to safeguard the developmental plans to the 
benefit of the downtrodden. The economic challenges 
causing anxiety in different quarters are products of 
age long corrupt practices among the political players.

This Edition of Exponent Magazine, provides 
appraisal of governance in Nigeria since 2015, with 
proper evaluation of contentious issues, such as 
politics, governance, anti-corruption and the 
antecedents of the major challenger of President 
Muhammadu Buhari in the 2019 Presidential Election. 
Alh Atiku Abubakar has always brazenly displayed his 
wealth, as if he was never a career public servant, 
whose legitimate earnings from the public service can 
be easily quantified. 

The recent events and ploy by key players that 
supported the emergence of this administration in 
2015, but suddenly constituted themselves as frontal 
opposition to Mr President's efforts at curbing 
corruption among political officers and general public, 
speak volume of a cartel usually super imposing 
leadership on Nigerians, whether the masses consent 

or not. Any government that doesn't favour their looting 
tendencies or refuse politics of patronage at the expense 
of collective goods becomes their enemies.
Exponent Magazine captured how Buhari means well for 
Nigeria as published in the lead story, with proper insights 
on essence of continuity as panacea for growth and 
development.Taking cursory look at the loss of the national 
assets to private individuals under the guise of 
privatisation presided over by Vice President Atiku 
Abubakar around 17years ago, Nigeria economy has been 
nosediving, till it recently reached an alarming stage as 
Nigerians witnessed back and front, since majority of 
privatised companies have failed to perform at optimal 
levels. 

On the other hand, President Muhammadu Buhari must 
leave no stone unturned in convincing majority among the 
populace to stand with his quest for a second term and 
relieve his appointees who might sabotage his reelection 
bid of their duties, in order to escape the Jonathan 
experience where his close party men betrayed him. The 
public space was recently bombarded with excuses for 
escapades that set Nigeria Economy under collapse by 
previous administrations.

If truly most Nigerian roads have collapsed before the 
emergence of this administration, then appropriate 
narratives must be fashioned to ensure the reconstruction 
of Nigeria. Going by the accounts of the Minister for 
Works, Power and Housing- His Excellency Babatunde 
Raji Fashola, the administration of President Buhari have 
enormous roads under construction, having completed 
several projects initiated by previous adminstrations, 
without worthy road networks for transportation of goods 
and services, Nigeria Economic activities can not blossom 
like the glorious era of the 60'  70'  and 80's. 

The banana peel thrown at the good people of South 
Eastern Nigeria is another major issue of focus, while other 
germane issues bothering of humanity, governance, 
politics, society and peace inclinations are captured in this 
edition. It will enrich your consciousness and awaken your 
spirits to look backward but think forward. Enjoy the read 

YOU ARE WELCOME
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PRESIDENT MUHAMMADU BUHARI GCFR

...Cover Story

BUHARI MEANS WELL 
 FOR NIGERIA...

By ADEKUNLE ATOBABA

Acareful study of the politicking in America    
between 1858 and 1870 revealed a semblance with 
political situations that abound in Nigeria from 2015 

till date. Nigerian President being branded as dictatorial by the 
opposition over his stance to win a war against highly powered 
politician's involved in the web of corruption, knowing that the 
process of our laws dialectically in making pronouncements are 
subtle and can't easily tame past corrupt political office holders 
and their ilk in sensitive positions at top hierarchy. Those with 
high sense of history can thinker on the facade of current 
disparage against Nigerian President, with the first term in 
office of Abraham Lincoln over his vested interest to protect the 
interest of the downtrodden at the expense of the corrupt 
political class during the American Civil War. 
 

America achieved the desired greatness after the abolition of 
slave trade and prevalence of state's interest above individual's 
interest during the Lincoln Presidency, Lincoln earned 
countless negative appellations from misinformed citizens, 
overzealous opinion leaders and mischievous political heavy 
weights as currently observed in our clime.   It has being a tug 
of war between the present administration and beneficiaries of 
the era of corruption; sabotaging all efforts to strengthen laws 
and institutions to combat corruption, impunity and 
disorderliness. The National Assembly as a sensitive institution 
has blatantly refused to support the anti-corruption crusade of 
the present administration. The performance of EFCC should 
have been excellent for obvious reasons, but many among high 
profile cases involves notable members of the National 
Assembly and their cronies, a situation causing setbacks for 
advocates of good governance.

America has somewhat become a global yardstick for the 
measure of good governance index and entrenchment of 
democratic tenets; most importantly are the collective 
aspirations of the people to live in a Country where there 
inalienable rights are guaranteed by the government. One of the 
greatest President America ever produced was Abraham 
Lincoln, who is regarded by notable scholars as the father of 
modern America because of his pro people orientation. 
Nigerians deserve similar trend of administration when you 
appraise the comparison people make in terms of gross 
domestic product, industrialization, purchasing power, security 
and technological advancement.

It's equally not surprising when people posit that 
an independent rule of over fifty years ought to 
have produced to a near perfect system where the 
economic strength of Nigeria will be compared 
to none, considering the natural endowments and 
manpower. Little did we consider that we have 
refused to create a solid basement for National 
Interest, which is a great disservice to ourselves?
 
The independence and birth of United State of 
America as an independent nation dated back 
July 2, 1776 and Abraham Lincoln was the 16th 
President of America from March 4, 1861 to 
April 15, 1865. Very dramatic and glorious years 
for America.
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America had existed for over 80 years before Lincoln became the President as the first member of the Republican Party 
elected to the presidency and the civil war began in same 1861 between Northern and Southern States over issues bothering 
on slavery, states' rights and west ward expansion. Notable States seceded to form Confederate States of America; it was 
regarded as the deadliest war ever fought on American soil with record of over six hundred thousand soldiers death 
recorded. Before the Union's victory over the Confederate in 1865, Abraham Lincoln believed in compensation as a form 
of emancipation which informed his steadfastness, which ensured abolition of slavery and full restoration of states' rights 
as gateway for the glory of America as a Nation till date. 

President Lincoln made series 
o f  E m a n c i p a t i o n  
Proclamations before victory 
was eventually achieved but 
several inabilities happened 
to the Republican Party due to 
“the ill success of the war” 
and issuance of Executive 
Orders regarded as dictatorial  
by the Democrat as the 
opposition party. The major 
challenge of the Lincoln 
P r e s i d e n c y  w a s  t h e  
restoration of normalcy to the 
American System and the war 
must be won, his approach 
included the suspension of the 
privilege of the habeas corpus 
throughout the Country and 
authorize the arrest of any 
person “guilty of disloyal 
practice, affording aid and 
comfort to Rebels against the 
authority of the United 
States”.
 

In pursuance of the anti-corruption crusade by the Economic and Financial Crimes Commission and trials of 
politically influential citizens, with the efforts of security agencies to sanitize the system by ensuring thorough 
prosecutions of alleged criminals, President Muhammadu Buhari has been battling to ensure compensated 
emancipation of the people against economic servitude, insecurity and social malaise. The fact that President Lincoln 
survived the onslaught and won a second term in office is a respite that President Muhammadu Buhari shall equally 
survive the onslaught and lead Nigerians to economic boom and social development.   'The imaginary light may be 
moving slowly but surely I will take you to the next level'…

Lincoln's approach led to electoral loss of notable Republican States in the 1862 fall elections for governors and 
congressmen and the President was blamed for the disgraceful outcome of the elections. The Republican lost the 
election simply because some influential political gladiators  worked against the interest of the State in connivance 
with security heads to regard Lincoln as a failure, due to executive fiats opposed to their views. Lincoln's command to 
Military Heads was disobeyed occasionally to a level where Lincoln once contemplated to lead the war himself.

For the past three years of the Buhari Presidency, there has been a group of influential Nigerians with clandestine 
motives fumed with hatred for Mr. President and their rigid passion for looting public treasury; among them is a 
personality just like John Wilkes Booth in the era of President Lincoln. 

GCON

...Cover Story
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“If you adore America as a Country 
today and you feel it serves a 

yardstick to measure good 
governance and the collective

goods of the people, read about
the challenges that confronted 

the Lincoln Presidency, the 
conspiracies against his positive 
proclamations and hatred for his 
determination to emancipate the 

poor people.”

...Cover Story

As bold, crafty and brutish like Booth with 
influence in the Confederate Secret 
Service and ill-gotten wealth. Booth called 

Lincoln a “false President” over his attempt to 
salvage the interest of the downtrodden. This 
brutish personality is in the exact image of John 
Wilkes Booth (for your study). Booth and others 
mobilized the opposition against Lincoln in similar 
manner with antics of the bedeviled opposition 
party with failed targets to brand President 
Muhammadu Buhari as a false President.

These brings to bear the travails about the 
genuiness of Mr President's strive for a better life 
for the people, unfortunately, due to the long years 
of economic inabilities, the downtrodden who has 
almost lost hope in obligation of a just 
metamorphosed society; are carried away by the 
antics of self-serving leaders that constitutes 
themselves as albatross to the fight against 
corruption and serves as the greatest blockade to 
the emancipation of the people.

The conscious members of the populace are mostly 
political slaves to their masters who determines 
their social political and economic lives especially 
as witnessed with usual junketing from one 
political party to the other by supposed political 
leaders with so much political entireties serving as 
political party leaders, members of parliament, 
governors and political appointees with no self-
thinking reasoning other than the dictates of their 
pay masters. Without an end to this futile mentality, 
it may be very difficult for total political freedom 
where party ideologies and individual capacities 
will determine the future of our country, though not 
legal as it was in America but more insulting to our 
political space that people fail to understand why 
their wishes and aspirations are suffering setbacks 
and are insurmountable under democracy.

When the best of brains are afraid of hunger and 
political alienations for opposing clandestine 
motives of political demagogues with ulterior 
motives to bring an end to a presidency with good 
motives that heals the Country of economic 
retrogression. 

Sane minds gets seriously worried and ask when 
will the present generation be politically 
determined than their forefathers? Despite 
acclaimed knowledge and education. These 
situations must be properly addressed and 
corrected, using extrasensory perception in order 
for the ruling party not to lose the opportunity to 
consolidate on the templates already manifesting 
for a better Nigeria designed by this administration 
as reflected in the roadmap for rebuilding a new 
working society excluded of the stealing spree and 
business as usual era as a response to the challenges 
confronting the country.  

That many young people are unfamiliar with bitter herbs 
makes it difficult to be promoted in the modern world, its 
bitterness is discouraging but the benefits are greater than 
sweeter pills in health formations. Manufacturers and 
farmers invest high energy, techniques and time to make a 

Sane minds gets seriously worried and ask when will the 
present generation be politically determined than their 
forefathers? Despite acclaimed knowledge and education. 
These situations must be properly addressed and corrected, 
using extrasensory perception in order for the ruling party 
not to lose the opportunity to consolidate on the templates 
already manifesting for a better Nigeria designed by this 
administration as reflected in the roadmap for rebuilding a 
new working society excluded of the stealing spree and 
business as usual era as a response to the challenges 
confronting the country.  

That many young people are unfamiliar with bitter herbs 
makes it difficult to be promoted in the modern world, its 
bitterness is discouraging but the benefits are greater than 
sweeter pills in health formations. Manufacturers and 
farmers invest high energy, techniques and time to make a 
product, but the end users only consider the usage 
especially when affordable, not minding that it underwent a 
process before the consumption stage. One had not thought 
of the exigency to canvass Nigerians who felt as though to 
be on the threshold to new lives after the last general 
elections, to consider that making everlasting positive 
changes in Nigeria is highly tasking, considering the long 

Abraham Lincoln
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Revitalisation Of Industries Under PMB

Agricultural Revolution Under PMB

...Cover Story

era of rot and systemic failure inherited by the present 
administration, but the understanding  and difficulties 
encountered by this administration to make positive 
changes imperatively commands canvassing the 
populace to repose their confidence in President 
Muhammadu Buhari to take Nigeria to greater 
heights soonest. 

It is a known fact that productions are subjective to 
raw materials, shortage or inadequacies usually lead 
to depression for manufacturers. In the same manner, 
natural tendencies like rain, heat, humidity and soil 
fertility affects farm produce and this could lead to 
anxiety and austerity as the case may be. Even 
reproduction takes certain duration before delivery 
and it requires patience to watch a child grow into 
maturity. Comparing these to governance in Nigeria, 
the mindset of instant effectiveness of the change 
mantra in the polity to translate to immediate 
economic boom has portrayed Mr. President as not 
doing enough but the reconstruction of roads across 
the federation is a sure panacea to growth and 
development.

In the essay of James Fallow of the Atlantic Magazine 
in his master piece titled - How the World Works, he 
appraised “Automatic growth versus deliberate 
development” from the Anglo-American approach 
that emphasizes the unpredictability of economics 
considering changes in technologies, tastes, political 
and human circumstances.  He expressed, life is so 
fluid, and hence attempts at central planning are 
virtually doomed to fail. The best way to "plan," 
therefore is to leave the adaptation to the people who 
have their own money at stake, that if each individual 

does what is best for him or her, the result will be what is best for 
the nation as a whole. He further stated that; just as seeds blown 
by chance by the wind may sometimes grow into big trees, the 
growth of industries is a process that may take hundreds of years 
to complete and one should not ascribe to sheer chance what a 
nation has achieved through its laws and institutions.
 
Aligning with that prognosis, the unpleasant circumstances that 
abound in our polity in Nigeria today is a reflection of what our 
Country has achieved through our laws and institutions over the 
years, namely: corruption, impunity and disorderliness, which 
are the challenges on the neck of government. 

In the build up to the 2015 Presidential Election, Mr. President 
was perceived as a dictator unfit to lead a democratic Country, 
this blackmail he successfully defeated with his strong 
inclinations to the rule of law, a situation that propelled his 
detractors to misinterpret the change mantra message at the 
expense of societal progress.

The burden of genuine leadership in Nigeria goes beyond the 
affinity of individuals from historical perspective, we are known 
for doing things that jeopadise the authentic work book document 
of the dreams of our founding fathers, and also negates the 
responsibility of true leadership as expected by the people.

With adequate food production in Nigeria, 
our economy will retain its strength 
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“There is no doubt that there are many qualified Nigerians that can lead the Country, but leading the Country to 

greatness again is the key word. There is yet to be specific wake of sound ideologies among the political parties, 

we already witnessed 16 years of ignoble rule by the Peoples' Democratic Party led Federal Government of which 

notable among their offshoot accidentally in the present administration already caused havoc to the present 

administration and responsible for the difficulties encountered by the ruling party to implement the manifestos 

that endeared Nigerians to the much touted Change Mantra in 2015”

...Cover Story

devastating  state of economy. Economic recession 

occurred in Nigeria due to poor management of  

the economy over the years when looting, stealing and 

contract inflation was  the order of the day.

Therefore, it is the failure of Government over the years 

to manage resources accrued to them in the best interest 

of their people. It is a known fact that the revenue 

allocations to States were utterly and selfishly 

mismanaged in previous era to a tune where salaries of 

the working civil service were not paid, contractors were 

also owed and brought about an ineffective society. It 

was really a messy situation before the emergence of this 

present administration.

  PMB came with the honest 

intentions of getting us out of this 

mess which can be eased by 

improving our gross domestic 

products, proper diversification of 

the economy and solving inflation 

problems. This is a national 

emergency that can only occur if the masses are ready 

to sacrifice their unholy alliance with corrupt 

politicians and business moguls who are their 

benefactors, until this is achieved, every successive 

government will continue to be ineffectual in handling 

economic matters.

Despite the offer of bailout for the purpose 

of settling salary payments and arrears, 

many among the State Governors diverted 

the funds to personal usage, thereby 

increasing the rate of poverty in their States 

which makes it look as if it was the PMB led 

administration that is the source of the 

problem.

Many State Governors today inherited strong 

liabilities from their successors who are leading 

members of the 8th Senate, Nigerians have not deem 

it necessary to vent their angers against those leading 

figures who have made life unbearable for them over 

the years, but could easily rub all the blames on 

President Muhammadu Buhari who has selflessly 

ensured that the dignity of labour is sacrosanct 

despite frustrations by those whom we expect to  

have either repented or bury their heads in shame for 

putting the  country in these fury of anger and 

“Continuity of 
PMB is the surest

 panacea for 
entrenchment of 
discipline  in our 

society”
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Juliet Ehimuan Juliet Ehimuan Juliet Ehimuan 
Google's Country Manager in NigeriaGoogle's Country Manager in NigeriaGoogle's Country Manager in Nigeria

Juliet Ehimuan Is A Nigerian Technology Expert 
And Entrepreneur Who Currently Serves As 

Google's Country Manager In Nigeria

“our youths must develop 
and  cultivate the zeal for 

hard work, dedication and 
strong commitment in 

other to achieve greater 
 successes in life”

Tempest Of The 
Digital World
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The city of aquatic splendor is 
located on the lower fringe of the 
West African archipelago 
bordered on the south by the 
Atlantic ocean, sharing its west 
border with the Republic of 
Benin and on the east with Ogun 
State. It is crisscrossed by 
several water bodies at different 
points that make it indeed a city 
with aquatic magnificence that 
once awed the Portuguese sailors 
that visited its shores and named 
it Lagos.

A Megacity by all ramifications, 
populated by over 24 Million 
inhabitants; it is home to several 
ethnic and racial nationalities 
from across the globe, creating a 
pomander of cultures, norms and 
socialization that has been 
acknowledged as piquant by 
enthusiasts from across the 
World. 

Annually, the State welcomes 
above 1 Million visitors who 
interact with various areas of 
interests in the State including its 
seashores, beautiful landscape 
d o t t e d  w i t h  l a n d m a r k  
constructions and cultural 
festivals. Sadly however, some 
of these beauties that have made 
the State a tourist destination 
may soon be its major undoing if 
nothing is urgently done.

As the effect of global warming 
continuously takes its toll across the 
world, Lagos is one of the worst 
affected human enclaves in Africa 
with the Atlantic Ocean being the 
worst hit among the natural 
elements associated with Lagos 
State. The tidal waves along its 
various coastal towns have grown 
out of proportion prompting an 
ocean surge that threatens the 
existence of the entire city.

In recent years, Lagos Island and its 
environs have experienced the worst 
flooding in its history, with some of 
the towns totally submerged for 
hours on end and millions of people 
displaced. Although the Lagos State 
Government has over the years 
carried out various mitigating 
efforts, but these efforts seem to be 
too little as a result of the enormity 
of the resources required to do 
anything meaningful.

Aside from the incidents of flash 
floods and ocean spill, there are 
various erosion gorges across the 
State, especially that at Isale Adini 
around Ogba, Ikeja area of Lagos. 
This gorge is a disaster in waiting 
that cannot be allowed to happen as 
it has the potentials to cause material 
damage in billions and human loss 
that can't be quantified.

A n o t h e r  v e r y  d a n g e r o u s  
environmental danger that stares 
Lagos in the face is its waste disposal 
system that has been overstretched 
by the ever expanding population of 
the State. One would have suggested 
a migration curtailment mechanism, 
but this would be absurd for citizens 
of Nigeria whose freedom of 
movement is well enshrined in the 
Constitution of the Federal Republic 
of Nigeria, more so, the constant 
urban migration is inherent with its 
many socio-economic advantages 
that make Lagos an economic hub for 
Nigeria. 

Across the length and breadth of the 
State are various shanties that 
constitute their own environmental 
hazards including but not limited to 
health epidemics and poor solid 
waste disposal. Imagine what would 
happen should a viral disease 
degenerate into an epidemic in a city 
with over 20 Million people 
crammed into a space less than 12, 
000 sq. km in size and you will 
understand the magnitude of danger 
Nigeria is toying with.

“Aside from the incidents of flash 
floods and ocean spill, there are 

various erosion gorges
 across the State”

By Ismail Odulana

CLEANER 

LAGOS 
INITIATIVE 

...Enviroment
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The socio-economic life of the people of the 4th largest 
economy in Africa is threatened by natural disasters 
ranging from flooding to landslides and pollutions of 
various imports.
It is not all bad if we can imagine the solutions to these 
challenges and work very hard to mitigate the threats 
before they become real dangers, starting with 
legislations that addresses the issues as they affect Lagos 
globally and in peculiarity as it deserves.

There has been various points of argument concerning 
why Lagos should be granted special status and anybody 
with a sense of good will excuse the general need of other 
states for a State that contributes a larger percentage of 
Nigeria's alternative revenue from its mammoth tax 
base.

The Federal Government as a matter of urgency needs to 
address Lagos as a priority project with special 
intervention mechanisms that put more resources from 
the ecological fund at its disposal. 

Just before the first Tsunami grade disaster happens here, 
the Federal Government need to actively collaborate 
with the Lagos State Government to address the constant 
surge of the Atlantic Ocean and the various other water 
bodies that threaten the very existence of the coastal 
town and its inhabitants.

We cannot just sit at home and muse these disasters and 
their attendant effects, Lagos requires strong voices in 
the legislative chambers pointing at these issues, 
lobbying and chasing the dream of a better Lagos with all 
vigor and it all starts with you as an individual.

...Enviroment
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...Women’s World

Hajia Aisha Buhari
Wife of The President of Nigeria 

Her Excellency

“Truth is sacrosanct, 
truth heals all wounds
we should encourage a 
truthful nation where 
truth will be an habit 
and not an option”

Aisha Muhammadu Buhari (born 17 February 1971) 
is the wife of Muhammadu Buhari,  the President 
of Nigeria, who assumed office on 29 May 2015  
after defeating the then-incumbent 
President Goodluck Jonathan. 
She is a cosmetologist, beauty therapist and author.
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CAPITALIST
 ATIKU ABUBAKAR

The hitherto agitations for a sovereign national conference 

to debate and raise resolutions of contentious issues, such 

as, proper restructuring, derivation policy and devolution 

of power among others, The National Conference 

“CONFAB” orchestrated by the last administration whose 

far reaching resolutions  are yet to see the light of the day, 

owing to the faulty premise of selection of participants and 

refusal of the opposition parties to participate over conflict 

on the modus operandi, nomenclature and authority of the 

conference to achieve implementations of those 

resolutions. The fear of those that rejected the conveyance 

of the conference by President Goodluck Jonathan have 

been justified with the confinement of the confab report 

into the dustbin of history, thereby declaring the event that 

attracted huge financial expenses from tax payers money 

and the dissipation of energy and efforts as a charade and 

political miscalculations.

Why sovereign national conference under democracy? is it 

not the exclusive right of the National Assembly to review 

enabling laws from time to time, or the national assembly 

has not shown the deserving responsibilities towards 

addressing the deficiencies and defaults in power sharing 

mechanism and abeyance of true federalism. 

Unknowingly, Nigerian system of government tactically 

returned to the feudalistic era during Obasanjo/Atiku 

Presidency. Prior to that ugly era, in spite of the rent system 

operated with modesty, our mixed system of economy still 

protects the downtrodden and government owned 

industries and institutions performed above average 

despite abuse of privilege by heads of those agencies. It's an 

open knowledge that Atiku Abubakar presided over the 

privatization of government industries and properties as 

 still protects the downtrodden and government owned 

industries and institutions performed above average 

despite abuse of privilege by heads of those agencies. It's 

an open knowledge that Atiku Abubakar presided over 

the privatization of government industries and properties 

as then Vice President. In his bid to get elected to the 

highest political office in the Country, he recently 

reechoed his interest in 90% privatization of Nigeria 

National Petroleum Company and assurance to the Niger 

Delta to grant them 100% oil control. In earlier 

statements, he branded himself as a personality with 

capacity to abate the spate of unemployment, 

“IF ELECTED AS PRESIDENT, I

 WILL PRIVATIZE 90% OF NNPC”

 - ATIKU ABUBAKAR

 (NOVEMBER, 2018)

in his bid to disparage the efforts of the present 

administration that are already reforming the operations 

of NNPC through repair of refineries for ease of local 

productions instead of foreign refine of crude, a subject 

responsible for subsidy palaver. Weighing the 

complications surrounding Nigeria economy, which 

mainly dependent on oil over the years, evaluating the 

impact of privatized industries on the economy and the 

credibility of Atiku Abubakar to genuinely preside over 

our leadership consciousness considering his antecedent 

on similar matters becomes extremely important.

...Lead Story
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Deputy Director Of Customs Rtd. – Alh. Atiku Abubakar

Controversies have continued to trail the voluntary 
retirement of Atiku Abubakar from the services of Nigeria 
Customs at age of 43 on April 30, in 1989 after 20 years of 
service, forfeiting 15 years on the account of years of service 
and 17years on the account of age. In spite of his 
explanations that his denial of the position of Director of 
Customs account for his decision to quit his job, his romance 
with business men involved in import and export revealed 
different back door sources for his acquired wealth. 

In one of those business gestures in the cause of abusing his 
positions to amass wealth, he partnered with Gabriel Volpi to 
promote Nigeria Container Services (NICOTES) now 
known as Integrated and Logistics Services) INTELS to 
exploit the oil and gas sector till his monopoly was broken 
recently under the present administration. With this act, he 
plunge our economy into distress over the years 
monopolizing the profits that will hitherto be generated by 
Government.

For a period of 17years, Atiku's INTEL enjoyed 
unexplainable agreement where the agency received 
revenue for the Nigeria Ports Authority in contravention of 
Nigeria Constitution. Because he rose through the ranks in 
Customs Service and conversant with means of exploiting 
the Country, he influenced the contract agreement when he 
was Vice President of Nigeria, the agreement was recently 
reviewed by the present administration last year, a situation 
that informed the decision of Atiku Abubakar to quit his 
position as Chairman, Board of Trustees APC and decamped 
from the ruling party back to the fold of Peoples Democratic 
Party over his displeasure against the administrations 
resolve to address his impunity in the operations of Nigeria 
Ports.

The unresolved controversy about his sudden decision to 
quit the Customs Service in 1989 was his loyalty to his close 
ally, Late Amosa Jiddah an officer of Nigeria Customs, who 
was eventually found culpable in a big scandal that got him 
remanded. Unsubstantiated information revealed the 
culpability of Atiku Abubakar in the dirty deal that 
backfired, it was reported that, the sudden quit of the service 
with payment of three month salaries in lieu of notification, 
was to prevent him from been mentioned in the high profile 
matter that would have ruined his chances of political 
participation owing to his closeness to late Sheu YarAdua. 

Till his death, Atiku Abubakar maintained a 
very cordial relationship with Amosa Jiddah 
who was alleged of the cover up that exonerated 
Atiku Abubakar from investigation. Amosa 
Jiddah served as his Presidential Campaign 
Coordinator for Kwara State in 2007.   Many 
more facts thus emanated from source on how 
the Waziri Adamawa used his profile office to 
negotiate fraudulent charges at the expense of 
Government and unsuspecting clients.

“until recently when the Customs Head - Col. Hameed Ali rtd. ensured reformation of 

Nigeria Customs Service, the agency  has been a conduit pipe for high powered corruption, 

endangering the society through economic sabotage  and illegal importations”

...Lead Story
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When he presided over the National Council on 

Privatization, series of mess ensued in the way and manner 

government owned industries and properties were 

purchased by cronies of Obasanjo/Atiku Presidency. The 

revelations by former Director General of Bureau of Public 

Enterprise, that interference with due process undermined 

the objectivity of the privatization exercise was marred 

with fraud. In recent account, the BPE declared that 

37percent of privatized firms are not performing, in actual 

fact, they are moribund. The main motive of privatization 

was to advance the Nation's quest for full industrialization 

from year 2000, if out of 142 privatized establishments, 52 

are not performing, while the rest are performing at low 

level, it implies that the woes of massive unemployment 

and economic recessions have linkage with the failed 

capitalist system of economy foisted on the Country by the 

capitalism inclined Atiku Abubakar and his foreign allies. 

The most  sensi t ive  industry  pr ivat ized was 

telecommunication, despite the presence of foreign 

investors and indigenous private telecommunication 

companies, the Nigeria Telecommunication otherwise 

known as NITEL singularly served this Country efficiently 

for decades. To categorize the capitalism tendencies of 

Atiku Abubakar as displayed in his role, selling off pride 

assets as affront on our age long mixed economy. Alerting 

Nigerians of the impending doom (90% privatization of 

NNPC) is enough as warning to sane minds. In the simple 

definition of capitalism, it states the promotion of 

monopolies and inequality (such as the way INTEL 

monopolized the collection of revenues at ports for 17years, 

dominance of certain importations by Dangote Group of 

Companies) the monopolies and inequalities leads to 

economic stagnation and  recession.

Nigeria is acknowledged for operating mixed economy, in 

relation to middle-income and emerging markets. 

Economists have always disagree on the ideal 

system of economy for Nigeria, owing to the 

complexities in the society, however, the desire of 

any system of economy is to create  strong gross 

domestic products, aid ease of livelihood for 

citizens and ease the way of doing business 

through viable economic activities and the 

promotion of actionable policies at all levels. 

Privatization of the major source of revenue of the 

Country is an aberration, inhuman and those of its 

advocates are supposed to be brought under the 

law. 
 
The experience of the privatization of the power 
sector where industrialists through corporate 
social responsibilities have impacted positively 
on their communities is a clear example of 
genuine interest for the people, but such cannot be 
said about Atiku Abubakar's mischievious 
privatisation whose ABTI University receives 
fees not less than two million naira per session 
from Students of the institution. 

NIGERIA FERTILIZER COMPANY 

ELEME PETROCHEMICALS 

DAILY TIMES

UGHELLI POWER 

EGBIN POWER

NICON INSURANCE

ALUMINIUM SMELTING COMPANY 

TRANSCORP HILTON HOTEL

NICON LUXURY HOTEL 

SUNTI SUGAR LTD 

NETCOM HOUSE 

BACITA SUGAR LTD

MAJOR ASSETS OF NIGERIA AIRWAYS

NIGERIA MACHINE TOOLS, OSOGBO

NITEL…….

Notable among the national assets sold:

THE CAPITALIST VICE PRESIDENT – ATIKU ABUBAKAR

While Atiku Abubakar has abused his office without 
sanction by Nigeria Government, his American partner involved 

in Haliburton scandal already served a jail term 

ATIKU JEFFERSON

...Lead Story
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The intrigues that ensued 

after Abiola preferred the 

choice of Kingibe as 

running mate at the expense 

of Atiku has link in the 

cancellation of June 12, 

1993 Presidential Election 

and are confirmed from 

sourced reports in public 

domain.

It's an open fact that Atiku Abubakar enjoyed tremendous priviledges from 

IBB as Head of State through which Atiku's career blossomed under that 

corrupt genius and his myopically inclined administration. Under Atiku's 

watch and command, our borders were open to so much illegal importation 

of firearms: which puts our society in serious helpless and violent killings 

around the country today. Contraband goods and uncertified products had 

smooth sail into the Country and revenues declared by Customs were 

detrimental to the economy performance of the Nigerian state. All these 

misdemeanors in the Custom Service with Atiku Abubakar calling the shots 

as Babangida's boy, emerging as Vice President of Nigeria 10 years later 

expounded the woes of Nigeria as he was at the helm of government 

privatisation business which he eventually Chaired and secured the contract 

of sole collector of ports revenue for his company and this lasted for 17 

years. You can now imagine his motives for he is aspiration to become 

Nigeria President since 1991.

For a man to have pursue an ambition for 27years, via different platforms, 

machinations and gimmicks, during the cause of this, he presided over the 

scheming of PDP to drive the Country towards one party system of political 

party when the Alliance for Democracy were rigged out of relevance in 

South West and All Peoples Party were equally rigged out in the North, a 

situation that spelled doom for democracy as PDP 

Government clamped down on opposition party and it took 

years of struggle for Odimegu Ojukwu to get relevance for 

APGA in Anambra, Bola Tinubu to register Action Congress 

to take over South West Politics and name change of All 

Peoples Party to All Nigeria Peoples Party with support of 

Muhammadu Buhari in the North to challenge the dominance 

of PDP.

The narrative that portrayed Atiku 
Abubakar as a Democrat is a hoax on  the 
ground that he was a tool in the hands of 
Musa Yar'Adua and Olusegun Obasanjo. 
There real intentions to remain 
relevant in the scheme of things was 
relegated when Moshood Abiola bursted 
the bubble by considering the  popularity 
of  Kingibe, though he paid him off  for 
stepping down for him, through Shehu 
Yar'Adua, they felt disappointed in Abiola 
and tactically gave nod to him being 
denied of victory at poll in 1993. Had he 
emerged as his running mate, Obasanjo 
and Yar'Adua would have prevailed on 
their boy, who was the Head of State and 
the June 12 saga would have never 
o c c u r r e d .

If Atiku Abubakar was not a demagogue 
just like Obasanjo, what endeared 
Obasanjo to the choice of Atiku Abubakar 
as running mate in 1999 even after he had 
emerged as elected Governor of Adamawa 
State; there is more to this story to be 
published later. From 1999 to 2003, Vice 
President Atiku Abubakar was so powerful 
to a level where his principal, President 
Olusegun Obasanjo reportedly prostrated 
for him to secure a second term in office as 
President because Atiku Abubakar 
intended to succeed Obasanjo as President 
in 2003.
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He mentioned the assistance he rendered to Late Major 

General Sheu Musa Yar'Adua Rtd over beans importation 

license he guided him to secure from then Head of State - 

Ibrahim Babangida. Same Yar'Adua had shares in Atiku's 

INTEL, if this resonates, it implies that the instantaneous 

political reckoning Atiku Abubakar enjoyed through 

Sheu Musa Yar'Adua during the SDP era goes beyond 

mere goodwill but economic interest. After sanctions 

placed on Yar'Adua, he got a substitute in Atiku Abubakar 

whom he sponsored in the contest for Presidential Ticket 

of SDP against Babagana Kingibe and Moshood Abiola 

Olawale in 1992. 

POLITICAL CAPITALIST - ATIKU ABUBAKAR

POLITICAL DEMAGOGUE WITH
FAILED PRESIDENTIAL BID
- ATIKU ABUBAKAR
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Atiku was Chairman of NCP and he started selling. First, the 
process was wrong, it did not take care of the future and the 
valuation of those assets was laden with a preemptive 
intention to defraud the entire people of Nigeria. It would be 
nice for Atiku to come up with his side of the story. He 
should write a book on his time as NCP if he's as intelligent 
as some of you are quick to credit him with. It would 
generate interesting reactions. Atiku is only a smooth talker 
full of lies and deception. You should understand if a man 
could marry 4 wives from different regions. Smooth 
operator. Atiku should tell us who bought what, the 
rationale for choosing them, how the interest of the country 
was protected and what was left for the country when he left 
power, how the country is better off through a process he 
supervised. Atiku sold everything without any thought for 
today, without any thought for the future of Nigeria, without 
any thought for the ability of the buyers to make the best of 
the assets they bought, make it better and give the desired 
value.

The question that informed people should ask is, how come 
almost all the national assets were bought by Nigerians and 
just a few with questionable foreign partners? Did it mean 
that no foreign investor was interested in a huge market like 
Nigeria and in the sale of major infrastructures and critical 
assets for industrialization that we were foolishly selling to 
all comers? Atiku should answer that question if the claim 
that he's an accomplished businessman and messiah can 
ever be correct even in the most primitive definition of that 
phrase. A businessman and messiah that sold at loss!! a 
businessman that sold to those who wouldn't add value, a 
businessman that sold to those who wouldn't bring in the 
much desired foreign capital. What sort of businessman is 
that? Over 90% of the money used to buy those assets was 
local and borrowed from local banks. It was so bad that 
many banks went bankrupt and collapsed just like the 
outright extinction of Society Generale bank under on 
account of that privatisation. Atiku and his committee did 
not find foreign investors worthy because the key foreign 
investors that were interested were not ready to "play ball" 
and were not comfortable with Atiku heading NCP. Greed 
and selfishness made Atiku and his committee to rather kill 
the future of this country. 

Notable among the national assets sold:

Nigeria Fertilizer Company, Eleme Petrochemical, Daily 
Times, Ughelli Power, Egbin Power, NICON Insurance, 
Aluminium Smelting Company, Transcorp Hilton Hotel, 
NICON Luxury Hotel, Sunti Sugar Ltd, NetCom House, 
Bacita Sugar Ltd,  Major Assets of Nigeria Airways, 
Nigeria Machine Tools, Osogbo, NITEL…….

Tell me which of these assets would not be employing 
thousands of our youths today. Tell me which ones would 
not reduce our demand for Forex. Tell me which one would 
not create multiplier opportunities for the growth of SMEs. 
We should be weeping and be full of hatred for people 
under which this robbery and rape happened, the PDP. 
Rather than think of how we got here, we have started 
elevating them as heroes and messiahs so that they can 
come back to finish up the job and finish up the country. Is 
something wrong with us as a people? Do we easily forget? 
Were we created by another god?

...Lead Story

Please imagine where Nigeria would be if we have those 
assets being well run with huge foreign capital inflows. 
How would a country like South Africa or even small 
Botswana or Rwanda have gone about this same process 
of privatization? They would have made sure that they sell 
to attract huge inflow of foreign capital. They would have 
made sure that whoever bought will be able to make those 
assets to compete with the best in the world. They would 
have made sure the country retained a minor percentage 
for the future. They would have ensured there was real 
transfer of technology. They would have ensured some 
form of royalty is paid to the government annually on 
account of the evergreen goodwill of FG on those assets. 
This is basic business thinking. This is what someone who 
has the interest of Nigeria would do.

In 2007, Onigbolo Cement operating at 500,000 tonnes 
per annum was sold to Dangote at N1.7billion, laughable 
to those who can see beyond the ordinary. A cement plant 
sold for less than $4million!! 

To those selling Atiku, you may need to check the records of the Nigerian Senate public hearing of August, 2011 to wake 

you up from this deep slumber and personified analysis of error. That report succinctly captures how Atiku, through 

retinue of cohorts, fronts, shell companies, ring fenced over 70% of FG's assets through a brazen daylight robbery and 

gross abuse of the privatization process that he supervised. Please find time to read. It helps to take informed decisions. 

The records are there on your "accomplished businessman" and messiah creating thousands of jobs after killing millions. 

There is nothing sensational in my narratives. Its real life facts and all the Senators are alive today. It's shameful that they 

are not talking or carrying placards. If I have money, I will print that report and give free to all Nigerians and translate into 

the three major languages.
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In the cause of Atiku dictating the affairs of PDP, 
many among his close boys emerged as Governors in 
2003 through electoral robberies especially in Kogi, 
Kwara, Osun, Oyo, Ekiti, Ogun and Ondo States. 
Within 2000 to 2003, when PDP were busy plotting 
how to hijack powers in opposition States mentioned 
above, several political assassinations of top 
opposition leaders occurred, including a cabinet 
member of the Executive Arm of Government, 
Former Minister for Justice and Attorney General of 
the Federation Late Chief Bola Ige. When Atiku 
Abubakar was received at Obasanjo's Top Hill Home 
in Abeokuta recently where he sought Obasanjo's 
forgiveness, he replied with a sensitive response that 
qualifies Atiku Abubakar as a man that should never 
be a President of Nigeria having worked assiduously 
against 
State Interest and Nigeria 
People in the past.

...Lead Story

PUBLIC OPINIONS ON 
ATIKU ABUBAKAR

I just laugh when I read 
comments that suggest 
some 
Nigerians see ATIKU as an 
"accomplished" business 
man who has the interest of 
Nigeria at heart. What a 
consequential error! An 
aloof of the highest order. I 
could forgive and ignore if 
such comments come from 
the under 25s because they 
obviously wouldn't know 
what this man called Atiku 
did to their future. Sadly, 
we don't have history being 
taught in schools neither 
d o  w e  h a v e  p e o p l e  
chronicling events in our country and writing for the 
coming generations to read and be informed. If these 
under 25s or even fewer than 30s knew, they would be 
wrapping bombs around themselves and looking for 
Atiku. Please don't get me wrong. I'm not advocating 
for violence on a man who obviously deserves it. I'm 
just trying to emphasize how bad people like Atiku 
have set this country up for failure and the reason we 
are where we are today which mischievous people now 
blame on Buhari who has only been there for 3 years 
and his trying within the context of a long degenerated 
society.

What hurts me personally is when you find people of 
45 years and above referring to Atiku as "accomplished 
businessman" and messiah. Where is that coming 

Those who should teach the young have become those 
misinforming and misleading them. Very sad indeed, if 
for nothing, we should fear God unto whom all hearts 
are open, all desires known and to whom no secrets are 
hidden (excerpt from the Collect for Purity of the 
Anglican Communion).

As the man saddled with the responsibility by the then 
President Olusegun Obasanjo, Abubakar Atiku as Vice 
President and Head of National Council on 
Privatization (NCP) from 1999 started digging Nigeria's 
economic grave for today's extreme poverty and 
unemployment. This is not sensational information. The 
records are there. I was an active participant in that 
privatisation at some point because I headed the 
Corporate Finance of a bank that was an active player in 
the privatisation process. There were about 400 

 
Federal Government assets 
t h e n ,  i f  n o t  
underestimating. They were 
assets our h e r o e s  p a s t  
invested in so that we have        
a prosperous tomorrow   
(which has suddenly come)  
and a bright future. Huge 
real estate assets were part   
of it. Our heroes past had   
great visions. We should 
not  b e  t a l k i n g  a b o u t   
u n e m p l o y m e n t ,  l o w   
economic  growth and  
poverty in Nigeria today if 
we had only 20% of that 
vision and built of the 
legacies they left.
 
When the FG decided to 
sell, some of us wandered 
w h y  b u t  w e   a l s o  
understood that nothing 
run by government has ever 

succeeded in this country. What belongs to all belongs 
to nobody is our natural philosophy in Nigeria. We have 
a public service that has become the chronic enemy of 
Nigeria. If we want this country to move forward one of 
the things we must do is to reform the entire public 
service. That would be a process of exorcising that 
service. That is story for another day. So, we wondered 
why sell but it was a no brainer to rationalize. We were 
hoping that the process would make those national 
assets much better off than they were. I was a no brainer 
too to think through how this could be achieved. Most 
of us looked forward to being part of the process that 
would see to the turnaround of those assets.   

“May god forbid the sales of NNPC 
as being planned by Atiku Abubakar”
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 The 2011 privatization Senate Committee was made up of 

Senator Ahmed Lawan as Chairman, Senators Babafemi 

Ojudu, Philip Aduda, Mohammed Ndume, Ifeanyi Okowa, 

Hope Uzodinma and Mohammadu Magoro.

Let's look at Aluminium Smelting Company, ALSCON, 

which Atiku privatized, a major asset that could have solved 

multiple problems. ALSCON which Nigeria's heroes past 

built with $3.2 billion, was sold to a useless Russian firm, 

Russal for $130million by your accomplished businessman 

whose only business is stealing from you and i. As of the 

time of sale, ALSCON had received $120million for the 

dredging of Imo River, but was never done. They bought a 

company that had cash of $120m for $130m. Please do the 

mathematics.

When the Senate Seating of August, 2011 asked the Russian 

company the whereabouts of the $120million dredging 

money, the company's Deputy Managing Director, Vitaly 

Kuzrestov, said that the money has been used for 

Environment Impact Assessment." $120million for EIA, 

Short of saying we handed it over to Atiku but we can't say. 

ALSCON is still struggling.  FG's 5% share in Eleme 

Petrochemical worth USD27 million was never presented to 

at the National Council on Privatization before it was sold to 

Indorama. They are Atiku's friends. Indorama recovered this 

amount paid by just selling Polyethylene and Urea to the 

entire West Africa sub-region in just 14 months. They made 

their money back. What an "accomplished businessman" 

and messiah Atiku is. So he did not see this opportunity? 

Issokay 

The Atikulate Business Theory of the "Messianic 
Accomplished Businessman" Atiku is simply: Sell to 
yourself and to your friends government assets that leaves 
millions in penury, set up personal businesses that provides 
for a few, be relevant in politics to hide your past sin, 
brainwash the youths you have stolen their future.
 
Atiku didn't employ the few hundreds he employed because 
he likes them; he needs them to work to preserve what he 
took from Government, QED. The business acumen of 
Atiku that most of you are bandying about and celebrating is 
smelly.

 Let's ask the simple question, after he left Nigerian 

Customs what business did Atiku do, how much money did 

he save and what return on investment has he recorded year 

on year to give him the stupendous wealth he's using to 

...Lead Story

oppress us. These are questions we should ask because 

they are questions they would ask in decent societies. 

You all condemn Buhari because he chose to remain in 

his area of business strength that would not give him 

smelly wealth. Not everyone wants the kind of wealth 

we are crazy about in this country. You complain that 

Buhari's herds of cattle should have been bigger when 

the man just wants what will give him peace of mind and 

maintain his integrity. He's contented. Has that become a 

crime in our land? He understands that with contentment 

in our land everyone will be happy but that contentment 

will never happen if some people keep oppressing us 

with what they have directly or indirectly stolen from 

government and stolen from our commonwealth.

You rather extol a man who supervised sale of over 145 

key Federal Government investments as a Vice 

President, without a thought for today. He still wants to 

be president and we just chose to ignore his sins of the 

past that is hurting us today. You would rather blame a 

man that got there barely 3 years ago for all the pains we 

are going through. I don't just get it. The drug for our 

kind of amnesia can never be found. Does a country just 

go bad in 3 years? Why can't we just see the trap? What 

about Buhari that offends people so much that they 

would rather hand Nigeria over to "Barnabas"? Initially 

it was the claim that he's Fulani. Another Fulani came, 

that noise died down. They say he's lifeless. If he is 

lifeless in your experience as medical doctors, is his Vice 

President lifeless too? What's the worst that could 

happen to a lifeless person? Is his VP not fit and proper to 

take over? Shouldn't that possibility excite us more? I 

want to believe there's more to this. It's either we are all 

hoping the era of corruption continues so that our own 

time will come or as a people we just don't know what we 

want or what is good for us which is indeed a tragedy.

OFFICERS OF THE NIGERIA CUSTOMS SERVICE IN HEARTY CHEERS 

FOR A NEW ORDER OF DISCIPLINE UNDER PMB ADMINISTRATION 
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Atiku that you want to put in charge of over $45billion 
in foreign reserve did not think or argue that these 
national assets he sold be turned around by Turnaround 
Management Firms scattered all over the world. That 
wouldn't put huge money in his account. He did not 
think to revitalize these assets by changing 
management and staff.  He did not think of how the 
country can attract billions and billions of foreign 
capital through the sale of these assets as we have seen 
in less endowed countries. Atiku sold them to whoever 
will play ball. The chicken has come home to roost, the 
huge youthful population that our heroes past 
envisaged when investing in these assets have come of 
age, and they need jobs and cannot find jobs. Sadly, they 
know not who afflicted these miseries on them. They 
are singing the praise of the man who supervised the 
rape of their future. One thing is sure. For those who 
know the truth and say it, God sees. For those who know 
the truth and don't say it, God sees. For those who are 
simply being mischievous with the position they have 
taken, God sees also. For those who are confronted with 
facts and choose to ignore, God sees. He judges 
everyone by what He sees.

Atiku Abubakar's tweets:

“Since the mid-80s, my private investments have 
generated thousands of jobs for Nigeria – currently 
standing +50,000 jobs #LetsTalkJobs”
 
Response:

Woffices in Abu Dhabi, Beijing and Johannesburg set 
up to capture trade-related business between 
geographies. It has a total employee of about 8,000+

The Lagos State public sector is the largest employer of 

labour amongst the states in Nigeria. Nigeria is the 
largest state economy and the 5th largest economy on 
the African continent. The state's public sector has a 
little over 100,000 in its employment.

Facebook and it's Instagram and WhatsApp 
subsidiaries, with presence and field offices in many 
locations outside USA and an revenue of over $40bn 
(2017) has a little over 30,000 employees.

The Al-Futtaim group, one of the largest 
conglomerate in the Middle-East and perhaps the 2nd 
or 3rd largest in the UAE with billions  of dollars in 
revenue has about 42,000 employees across the 
UAE, Middle East and the World.

The Koch industry is the second largest privately held 
company in the United States and the world. If it was 
a listed company, it would be the 17th largest in the 
world. The multinational employs 120,000 people in 
60 COUNTRIES, with about half of its business in 
the United States.

How do Atiku's companies employ about 50,000 
people? Where? How? Which of the companies? 
How many staff does ABTI have? How many does 
his water company have? INTEL, his biggest 
company by way of revenue cannot boast of 2,000 
staff. I doubt Atiku's companies combined employs 
up to 10,000. The numbers do not add up at all. It is 
either he pays below minimum wage, doesn't pay at 
all or must have a high number of staff redundancies. 
Do you even know the PAYEE taxes he'd have to 
remit to state governments on those 50,000 per 
month? It's even indicting for Atiku to claimed such 
numbers vis a vis the taxes remittances to Local 
govts, States govts and Federal Government! This 
guy is a fraud and must be investigated as his tax 
evasion is legendary! No wonder FG took him on 
Intels alone and he went gaga ... If Dangote, the 
largest conglomerate in the whole of West Africa, and 
one of the largest in the world, with numerous heavy 
industries to boast of employs only about 30,000, 
which of ATIKU'S businesses are that big that require 
such number of employees?”

Don't vote for Atiku as simple as that ...as a vote for 
him means a long and thorny odyssey into the 
wilderness! Or we are simply ready to go back to 
Egypt and remain perpetually in darkness and 
economic redundance.
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STARVILLE SCHOOLSTARVILLE SCHOOLSTARVILLE SCHOOL
Our vision:

To develop in the children, a love for 

learning  And reading; to  promote 

excellence in all  Areas of endeavor, and  

provide access to  Outstanding educational 

experience,  Teachers and facilities.

+ 2 3 4 8 1 0 0 1 2 2 8 4 7 | + 2 3 4 8 1 5 4 8 0 5 3 8 4 | + 2 3 4 9 0 9 3 8 6 4 6 7 8

i n f o @ s t a r v i l l e s s c h o o l . c o m   s t a r v i l l e s c h o o l a b u j a @ g m a i l . c o m

3 F I R S T A V E N U E , G WA R I M PA A B U J A |  P E R M A N E N T S I T E : J A H I D I S T R I C T, A B U J A

|
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By Engr. Tajudeen SoliuBy Engr. Tajudeen SoliuBy Engr. Tajudeen Soliu

In its constant quest to improve technology and 
enhance air safety in the sky the aviation industry 
globally has earned itself the reputation of being one 
of the most dynamic and sophisticated as a safety 
oriented agency. Nigerian Airspace Management 
Agency is leaving no stone unturned in constantly 
scaling up technologies to ensure the nations space 
remains safe for all air travel.

Gradually it is becoming increasingly clear to 
discerning Nigerians that Air mishap or incidents 
have no bearing on the safety or otherwise of the 
airspace, recent air crashes in the country and 
elsewhere have been traced to our pilot's judgment, 
fatigue and technical problems. In all these 
hypothetical instances disaster resulting in loss of 
lives and maiming, and destruction have been the 
outcome of most crashes and early findings.

The Nigerian Airspace Management Agency has 
offered critical interventions in the country's airspace 
with such operational facilities as NAVAIDS , 
incorporating instrument landing system, very high 
OMNI directional radio range and total radar  
coverage of Nigeria (TRACON) among others. 
NAMA has succeeded in delivering safe skies to the 
country with slogan of symbol of Air safety. 
'TRACON is the pivot which was commissioned on 
October 18 2010 it has 9 RADAR locations in Lagos 
Abuja, Kano and Port Harcourt with each having both 
primary and secondary RADAR co–located . There 
are other five stands alone stations in Ilorin, 
Maiduguri, Numan, Talata Mafara and Obubra. The 
primary radar has a range of 60 nautical miles while 
the secondary radar has a range of 250 Nautical miles. 
The overlapping range enables the air traffic 
controllers to monitor flight far beyond the shores of 
the country with assistance engineer on the platform 
of CNSIATM.

At the TRACON control rooms at the major Airports in 
Lagos Kano Abuja and Port Harcourt one can easily see 
the screen and the controllers at work. At these airports 
one can view aircrafts landing at the neighboring flight 
information regions through the monitoring screens. It 
is reckoned that since there are more than 160 flights in 
the sky daily the new NAMA drive would attract 
tremendous patronage to benefit both the company and 
the nation at large.

Meanwhile NAMA has since completed the 84 survey 
of 26 airports and already prepared them for Perform 
Base Navigator System (PBN). Procedures for the four 
major airports in Lagos, Abuja, Port Harcourt and Kano 
have been completed while the trials for PBN have 
arrived   recently by the same airlines.

Also as part of the efforts to add more value to safety of 
the skies, the Agency is deploying VSAT facilities and 
system for better seamless navigation procedures. Also 
the Agency has also installed solar power airfield 
lightings. The installation of lighting at these airports 
has galvanized the tempo of night and low visibility 
operation thereby reducing operational cost to airlines. 
These agencies also energies immensely because of 
how maintenance cost. The VSAT installation at II 
designated centre across the country to automate 
aeronautical information services. These stations 
include Sokoto, Ilorin, Jos Maiduguri, Lagos, Kano, 
Wukar,   Port Harcourt and Abuja.

In conclusion; for a better seamless and efficient safety 
in the skies NAMA stands out among its equals. Many 
thanks to the progressive minister of transport, Rotimi 
Chibuike Amaechi whose wisdom and expertise made 
our skies very much safe for us.

 

NIGERIAN 
AIRSPACE 

MANAGEMENT AGENCY (NAMA)  
SYMBOL OF AIR SAFETY

...Aviation
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Agonies in the oil communities;

The proverbial clause, protect the 'goose that lays the golden egg', 
has not been tenable in oil communities of Belema, Offoin Ama, 
Kile Ama 1 Kula Communities of Akuku-Toru- Local Government 
of Rivers State, as the indigenous people of those communities 
suffers series of social deprivations. The true state of the welfare of 
the people of those communities, as at September, 2018, were 
ascertained during the visit anchored by the President, National 
Youth Council of Nigeria (NYCN) - Amb Sukubo Sara Igbe 
Sukubo, in company of other notable.

Youth Leaders from across the Federation to an on the spot 
assessment of the state of welfare of the people of the oil 
communities mentioned earlier, which arose from recent 
tension created by the attempt by the JTF to eject the Belema 
Community Women from their watch over the Shell facilities 
closed down by the Belema Community.

Protesting Women On Shell Facility In Kula

...Society

SOCIAL 
DEPRIVATIONS: 

C h a r a c t e r  m o l d i n g  a n d   
attitude building are dependent on training, 
whether societal or parental, ignored or 
accepted, a man is a product of his own 
determination, provided he is neither 
physically deformed nor mentally 
deformed. It's not possible for all to attain 
same heights or ranks, some must serve 
others, whether by conquest, compelling 
needs, human fallibility or repression, but 
we can all live in harmony, if only our 
strives for truth is not a product of 
inordinate ambition and fairy tales of 
parochial and self-centered interest.

Justice is a strong panacea for peace and 
t ranqui l i ty,  wi thout  jus t ice ,  the  
development of communities will continue 
to suffer setbacks in Nigeria. With efforts of 
government at keeping the society clean 
and green, curb environmental hazards and 
provide ease of livelihood for the people, 
there is absence of justice on issues of 
conflicts, between host communities and 
notable oil companies deeply involved in 
oil exploration, particularly in Rivers 
States. The sordid situation negates the 
positive strides of government towards 
absolute peace in the Niger Delta, since the 
era of former President Umar YarAdua. 
Despite the attainment of peace in the 
region against Militancy, the people of the 
oil communities deserves access to 
essential services such as, education, 
health, portable water, electricity and good 
transportation etc. 

1803 to 1815 in Europe was an era of the 
Napoleonic Wars that arose from the 
resultant conflict of the French Revolution, 
one of the categories of the wars was the 
third coalition in 1805. According to a 
reliable source, Napoleon inherited a very 
chaotic republic but turned the tides around 
with the aid of stable finances, well-trained 
army and strong bureaucracy in his 
administration. The highly intense wars 
gave birth to the Congress of Vienna that 
facilitated relative peace enjoyed for a very 
long time in Europe through the spread of 
nationalism and liberalism.

SPDC DELIBERATE NEGLECT OF CORPORATE SOCIAL
 RESPONSIBILITIES TO THE OIL COMMUNITIES OF KULA 
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“The Proverbial clause, Protect the 'goose that lays 

the golden egg', has not been tenable in oil 

communities of Belema, Offoin Ama, Kile Ama 1 Kula 

Communities of Akuku-Toru- Local Government of

Rivers State, as the indigenous people of those

communities suffers series of social deprivations”
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Petroleum Bill, which gave the Federal Government 
55% and oil company 45% profit sharing, leaving 
the host community at the mercy of government, 
whereas, the oil company ordinarily supposed to 
develop the host communities with or without direct 
percentage on profit sharing for the host 
communities. Countless numbers of indigenes have 
lost their lives to the cholera epidemics, while 
maternal mortality increases with every child 
bearing as a result of non-availability of both 
portable waters and hospitals over the years, until 
recently when a Good Samaritan and UNICEF 
contributed a quota to provide pipe borne water.

The Belema Community shut down the SPDC 
operations in 2017 for not considering them on what 
is termed right of first refusal. The community has 
remained steadfast in their opposition to the refusal 
of Shell to consider an indigenous oil company from 
purchase of higher share percentage in the process of 
divesting, this decision is considered as a 
continuation of social deprivations, and they 
explained their conviction that an indigenous oil 
company can never ignore corporate social 
responsibilit ies simply for payments of 
gratifications to indigenous agents that usually 
sabotage collective wishes of their people. The 
Secretary of Offoinama Council of Chiefs, Chief 
Fiala Tubolabo Fiala, noted that 'Kula people are 
living in abject poverty because of the activities of 
SPDC - abject poverty deliberately foisted on them 
by IOCs'.

Their conviction is borne out of the fact that an 
indigenous company with operating license within 
the same local government has transformed the host 
community from deprivations to abundance, this 
feat they desire sincerely towards the development 
of their communities. Despite the abundance of 
natural resources in Nigeria, our economy has been 
nose-diving for decades, our assets have turned to 
liabilities, reasons for this unmerited circumstances 
have always disturbed sane minds, alas, the terrible 
situation of the host communities where major oil 
exploration takes place gives a strong verdict.

T h e  v i s i t a t i o n   r e v e a l s  a g o n y  a n d    
sufferings of people residing on their ancestral lands 
over a long  period with just an inheritance/ endowment 
rivers filled with crude oil, coincidentally, the main 
source of wealth for this Country. These people are 
crying for attention, they desire a new lease of 
livelihood, for over forty years of crude oil exploration 
by Shell Petroleum Development Company (SPDC), 
virtually nothing to show in terms of corporate social 
responsibilities by Shell to the generality of the 
community other than divide and rule tactics; 
encouraging disaffection and tearing the people apart 
through sentiments. One had expected that the struggles 
of the Niger Delta People that snowballed into peculiar 
arms struggle that gave birth to militancy against the 
State which was quashed with the amnesty programme 
granted by the Federal Government had settled all dust, 
sad to note that only the boys were settled, the 
communities remain in degradation, what an irony of 
life!    

The basic privileges accruing to the communities are 
eluding the people partly due to direct allocation for 
specific developmental projects to the oil communities 
by the government. Aside the dilapidated public school 
and abandoned police post, the only other government 
presence is the hospital without facilities constructed by 
the government. Although the assent of President 
Muhammadu Buhari being awaited on Petroleum 
Industrialization Bill (PIB) is expected to solve critical 
problems confronting these oppressed people of the oil 
communities but unfortunately, the interest of the oil 
communities are not specifically protected on essential 
services as the item 7 tagged Community Development 
under the fundamental objectives of the PIB lacks 
specifics and implementation clauses. 
An x-ray of the PIB reveals the bill seeks to adjust the 
operational guidelines of the petroleum industry with a 
view to break the overbearing authority of the Minister 
of Petroleum and expand the structures of the industry 
towards creation of National Petroleum Regulatory 
Commission, The Nigeria Petroleum Assets 
Management Company (to be managed as a commercial 
entity) and setting up of Petroleum Equalization Fund to 
enhance development of all regions of the federation.

A proper insight offered by the elites among the residents 
of these communities revealed the deficiency in the 

“The Belema Community shut down the SPDC 
operations in 2017 for not considering them on 

what is termed right of first refusal”

Youth Leaders from across the Federation to an on the spot assessment of 
the state of welfare of the people of the oil communities of Kula

...Society
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No portable water, no electricity, no hospitals and no 
standard schools in the communities that provides the 
resources for the welfare of the entire citizenry. It amount to 
mockery to note that the activities of Shell Petroleum 
Development Company amount to a rape and the high 
tension in those communities must be arrested, through a 
proper yield to the yearnings of the host communities. We 
can't continue to play politics with the aspirations of these 
people that craves for an improved welfare from the oil 
producing companies operating in their domains that 
assured them of better life. "Resist the devil and it shall flee 
from thee" When will the evil tree fall? Bandits are known 
for razing helpless people of their belongings, without 
mercy, SPDC are behaving like bandits to those 
communities and they are already on voyage, yet the detest 
transformations of those communities, if not, what can 
account for the social deprivations obtainable in those 
communities. 

The series of deprivations being suffered by these helpless 
citizens offers opportunity to thinker over certain issues 
such as perception and humanity. Illusory perceptions 
which are rarely examined at the stage of conceptualization 
often cause deception to sane minds. When the adornments 
of life are achieved with ease, the favoured usually ignore 
the fact that, good time only last forever for those that lust 
not in self-glorification or for contented humans with 
savings for period of draught. Most time, the affluent 
consider the downtrodden as poor, they are poor because the 
society failed to protect their interest. Without oil 
explorations, aquatic life afford the oil communities certain 
benefits, with oil explorations, they are naked. Staked naked 
to say!

Youth Leaders to petition the International community and 
Federal Government;

Due to the alleged neglect of communities of Akuku-Toru 
Local Government Area of Rivers State by Shell Petroleum 
Development Company, notable youth leaders from across 
the federation on the fact finding visit to the area to ascertain 
the level of development vis-à-vis the state of the welfare of 
the people assured the communities of their readiness to 
initiate strong worded petitions to appropriate quarters to 
expose the oppressive tendencies against residents of  the 
communities by International Oil Companies in the area.

Deplorable state of social 
amenities within Kula Communities 
of Rivers State.

...Society
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The National Youth Council of Nigeria is the apex youth 
structure that represents the interest of Nigerian Youth 
globally and the National President of the Council - Amb 
Sukubo Sara-Igbe Sukubo, who led other indigenous Youth 
bodies such as the Ijaw Youth Council, Arewa Youth Forum, 
Egbe Igbimo Odo Yoruba (Afenifere), Ohaneze Ndigbo 
Youth on the visitation expressed the readiness to reveal the 
machinations of the oil companies through petition to 
President Muhammadu Buhari and the International 
Headquarters of the Shell Producing Oil Company. The Kula 
Kingdom opened an agitation, demanding that Shell divests 
its facilities in the area (OML25) and vacates the area for lack 
of social amenities.

The representatives of the women resistance group keeping 
watch over the shutdown expressed that their continuous 
occupation of the facility was a sign of rejection of the further 
stay of SPDC within the area.

Comrade Olu Ekine, one of the women leaders said: We are 
here and we have stayed a year and three months at this 
facility because of how SPDC have been treating the residents 
with obvious disdain. “Since SPDC operations for over 37 
years, they have not done any meaningful infrastructural 
development, no school, and no employment for indigenes 
who are graduates and no hospitals. When our women want to 
give birth we travel a far distance. As we are travelling, 
sometimes the boat will spoil and the person will deliver 
inside the boat. Sometimes the baby will die or the mother 
will die”

Solomon Gilbert, the leader of Offoinama community, who 
conducted the team round the community, stated that the 
communities have not benefitted from SPDC for over 37 
years of their operation in the area. Gilbert alleged that since 
Shell operation in the area, nothing benefitting to the 
communities have been done. You can see the kind of school 
we have here. The only school in the Offoinama Community 
is a batcher school with only mud used on the floor. He 
challenged SPDC to come publicly to show any physical 
project they have done to favour the community. “We lack 
portable water, in fact we have nothing and this is the reason 
we are saying that Shell should leave our land.”

Dr. Engr. Udengs Eradiri, the former President of Ijaw Youth 
Council, IYC, Worldwide expressed serious worry over the 
level of poverty in the oil producing communities, adding that 
the youths would formally make a report to the FG, “We are a 
fact finding team, we will do a formal report to the federal 
government and equally ensure that we write and meet the 
international community and the parent body of SPDC.
 He stated that the essence of proper communication to the 
international headquarters of SPDC is very germane to 
abreast them of the true state of sufferings caused by the 

neglect of corporate social responsibilities by the handlers 
of the company in Nigeria as their behaviour negates 
global standard. “This level of injustice perpetrated 
against people of these oil producing communities must 
be properly reported, it's unheard of that people who host 
a big oil firm like Shell do not have good hospitals or 
schools, not even pipe born water.”

The President of National Youth Council of Nigeria -
Sukubo Sara-Igbe Sukubo and other Youth Leaders after 
considering the agitations of the communities, urged 
Federal Government to consider the request of the oil 
communities on the issuance of the license to operate 
OML25 to an indigenous firm, Belema Oil Producing 
Limited that understands the plight of people of the 
region. “It is time for our people to do oil business. We are 
calling on the federal government to give our people to do 
this business because they will do better. Our people must 
be given first right of refusal. Belema Oil Producing has 
shown capacity and should be given the opportunity. Kula 
should be given right of first refusal” he asserted.

Our society suffers today because many among the 
wealthy citizens achieved their riches through dubious 
means, creating example for others to toll similar ignoble 
lane, what a hoax; yet, we all crave for a better society. As 
for me, The Federal Government must come to the aid of 
these helpless communities, the goofs of SPDC must be 
corrected, and we must forbid a continuation of the pains 
of these oil communities.   They desire to live a better life 
to advance the cause of humanity henceforth and to 
protect the future of their children, let's end the nest of 
poor governance in Nigeria by aligning with good 
conscience to determine our collective interest. Shoot 
oppression down, raise the flag of freedom.
The Federal Government share the large blame for 
absence of developments in those communities, but it is 
very alarming to note that their representatives have not 
done enough in terms of advocacy against the Shell 
Producing Oil Company that have practically neglected 
their corporate social responsibilities as no singular 
influence of the company is visible in those communities 
having operated for over 37 years.

...Society
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Your Excellency sir, Words cannot express how extremely 
elated we are at the news of your emergence as 
the newly elected Executive Governor of our dear State of Osun.

It's adequate to say that in all ramifications of human definition, 
you deserve the victory, it exposes the good man in you with a profound 
bowel of compassion, and we are very confident and proud of you. 

Congratulation again sir, May your reign bring increase 
progress and development to our dear State.

Accept the assurance of my loyalty always.

Signed:
Olatunde Taofeeq Agboola
Director,
Tub - Thumper Research & Communication Limited
(Publisher of Exponent Magazine)
08035810445

His Excellency 
Alh. Isiaka Adegboyega Oyetola

Executive Governor Of Osun State

CongratulationsCongratulationsCongratulations

Your 

Excellency

Piloting The Affairs Of Osun People To The Next
Level Of Economic Advancement & Development 
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2019 In Prospect: Between Abdulrahman Abdulrasaq And Rasaq Atunwa  

The fierce challenge  for 
Kwara State Governorship seat, 

Hon. Abdulrazaq Atunwa 
vs  

Abdulrasaq Abdulrahman 
By Tajudeen Habeeb

The past few months have witnessed 
the emergence of candidates of 
political parties in the country for the 
2019 general elections. As such, 
different individuals and groups have 
been pitching tents with their 
respective candidates of choice – this 
is no doubt borne out of interest(s), 
which could be objective or 
subjective.

P o l i t i c a l  p e r m u t a t i o n s  a n d  
calculations are ongoing at various 
levels – from local to state and to the 
national scene. Candidates and parties 
are busy oiling their political 
machines in readiness for the 2019 
polls.

In 2019, Kwara will be one of the few 
states to watch out for because of the 
current unique political situation of 
the State. Factors that have upped the 
state's political  atmosphere and that 
will shape the 2019 elections in the 
state are the agitation for liberation 
from one camp and the hope and 
determination of the other camp to 
hold on to power, interest of some 
powerful politicians in the APC in the 
politics of the state, choice of 
candidates of the two leading political 
parties, among other variables.

At the beginning of this year, I put up a 
write-up where I discussed the two 
governorship aspirants, who I felt 
represent the ideal governor Kwara 
needs considering the current status of 
the State – in terms of human and 
infrastructural development.

T h e  e c o n o m i c  p r o b l e m ,  
infrastructural development and 
indeed moral bankruptcy among our 
teeming youths are the major 
problems plaguing the state. To solve 
these problems, I think the state needs 

in personality a governor with 21st century exposure as well as an insight into our 
cultural status as a State. Hence my suggestion of Mallam Bolaji Abdullahi and 
Lukman Olayiwola Mustapha as the kind of governorship materials Kwara so 
need.

But unfortunately, the two lost out to superior political permutations in the camps 
they both belong to. After all, all is fair in a war which has a semblance with 
politics. Kwarans are then left with the choice of Abdulrahman AbdulRazak and 
Abdulrasaq Atunwa of APC and PDP respectively.  In making a choice between 
the duo of AA, as he is fondly called and Atunwa, Kwarans must look at the 
current situation of the state, vis-a-vis the personality, competence, compassion 
and passion, antecedents and indeed political will of each of the two aspirants we 
have been presented with by the two leading political parties.

In fidelity to observable facts, governance isn't a function of neither magic nor 
rocket science. The developmental indices of the State have been on the 
declination path, hence the need for a chief executive that fulfills the entire 
requirement needed to lead the State to the promise land. Indeed, Kwara at this 

moment needs a leader with the manipulative prowess to think out of the box in a 
bid to increase the level at which the pace of our dear State moves development 
wise.

“In 2019, Kwara will be one of the few states to watch out 
for,  because of the current unique political situation of the State”

Renewed battle of supremacy between
Sen. Bukola Saraki & Alh. Lai Muhammed 

...Society
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Bearing in mind that the days of going cap in hand 
to Abuja for revenue to run the state are over as 
federal allocation surely can't meet up with the 

financial obligations of the state, harnessing both human 
and natural endowments of the state becomes highly 
imperative, hence the need for a chief executive with the 
prowess of managing human as well as the other 
resources in a sincere and purposeful manner with the 
sole aim of getting the state to the path of development.

Against this background, this piece attempts to analyze 
the strength and weakness of the two leading 
gubernatorial aspirants in the state.

The choice of Abdulrahman Abdulrasaq: 
His strengths

Abdulrahman Abdulrazaq is the son of the Wali of Ilorin 
and first lawyer in the whole of Northern Nigeria. AA is 
an oil magnate and founder of First Fuels Nigeria limited. 
He is considered an homeboy due to his family 
background, hence seen as a core kwaran despite his 
obvious disconnection to the culture and ways of life of 
an average kwaran.

Abdulrahman has to his advantage a family that is very 
popular in the Emirate city. But does this translate to his 
connection cum acceptance to people at the grassroots? 
The answer is left to the general populace to give.

As a business mogul, better still a technocrat as many will 
like to call him, it is believed that his candidature will 
breathe new ideas into our polity and initiate new ways of 
doing things in a more productive way.
It is the hope of many that his experience in the business 
sector will help build the economy of the state through 
strategies and policies capable of wooing private 
investors to the state,
who will in turn through corporate social responsibility 
and taxes, contribute to the economic development of the 
state. He has been likening to Donald Trump in many 

emergence as the chief executive. If this is indeed true, 
it signifies employment opportunities for the people 
and major economic development booster for the 
State.

Evidently, Abdulrahman has the right business and 
private sector exposure which will possibly manifest 
in the economic policies of his government. The APC 
guber candidate is not new to the political terrain of 
Kwara. It will therefore, be erroneous for anyone to 
call him a novice politician. A man who has been on 
the ballot as the governorship candidate of the then 
Congress for Progressive Change (CPC) in 2011 and 
later emerged as the Kwara Central senatorial 
candidate of the PDP in 2015 cannot be anyway 
regarded as a novice.

His weaknesses:

Abdulrahman has as weakness, his perceived 
disconnection from the grassroots. He is perceived in 
some quarters as not having done enough for his 
community and the State in general despite his wealth 
and riches. Some also see him as a capitalist and there 
are fears he may be feeding on the resources of the 
State if elected as governor, as those currently in the 
helms of affair are perceived to be doing.

In addition, questions have been raised on his 
intellectual ability, academic background and 
knowledge of governance. As we gradually move to 
the electioneering period, Abdulrahman must be ready 
to erase some of these doubts and provide answers to 
some questions that have been raised concerning his 
personality.
Amidst all these, one actual thing his candidacy 
promises is a taste of new leadership, a new way of 
governance and an anticipated economic development 
of the State.

...State Politics

quarters. However, he has been viewed by some from the prism of a capitalist.

Considering the recent growing disenchantment with the ruling oligarchy in the 
State, coming on the platform of the opposition further proves to be an 
advantage to Abdulrahman's candidature. To some Kwarans, it is time to taste a 
new wine from another manufacturer. Thus, they want any alternative to end the 
current hegemony in the State.

Bringing further to the table as a governorship candidate is his influence. As a 
successful businessman, Abdulrahman wields a very high influence in the 
comity of Nigeria's top businessmen as well as international big investors. After 
his announcement as the candidate of the APC, it was rumoured that some 
foremost Nigeria businessmen and women were in Kwara for a survey on the 
possible investments they can embark on in the state, in anticipation of his 
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Atunwa, as fondly called among  his political admirers, hails 
from  Asa local government area of the state.  Asa forms part of 
the four local governments  that make up the Emirate.

Relatively, his family was brought to stardom by this man of 
the moment. They have a family house, Ile Elewuetu at Abemi 
in Ilorin. Atunwa had his first degree in Law and a master's 
degree in International Law from the University of London. 
Before his sojourn into politics, he was a practicing lawyer 
having been called to the England and Wales bar in 1994, 
specializing in criminal and international law.

He joined the services of Kwara State during the tenure of his 
political leader and mentor, Dr. Abubakar Bukola Saraki when 
was the governor of the State. In 2005, Saraki appointed 
Atunwa as the Commissioner for Land and Housing. He later 
served as commissioner in the Ministries of Information, 
Works and Power and Finance between 2006 and 2010.

 Atunwa was elected honourable member representing 
Owode/Onire Constituency at the Kwara State House of 
Assembly in 2011 where he was unanimously elected the 
speaker of the House. Atunwa was later in 2015 elected as a 
member of the Federal House of Representative, representing 
Asa/Ilorin West federal constituency. On October 2, 2018 he 
emerged as the governorship candidate of the PDP for the 2019 
general election.

Atunwa is a man that has been described as an intelligent entity 
with an eye for excellence; diligent and always outstanding 
according to the record of his services, though seen as an elitist 
by some of his staff. His eye for the best is equally seen as a 
quality the state needs most especially on education and 
infrastructure.

He is eloquent, analytical, savvy, experienced and exposed but 
with a questionable human relation, as some people see him as 
an arrogant person. His greatest asset according to reports is 
his eye for human development. No wonder the leader of the 
camp he belongs to says his choice was informed as a result of 
the members request for a human developer.

Atunwa, has to his advantage his experience in public service, 
having traversed all the three arms of government in his career, 
as a lawyer, a legislator and as a commissioner. Depicting an 

His weakness:

Just like AA, Atunwa is equally seen as having 
disconnected himself from the grassroots, particularly 
since his election into the House of Representatives. He 
has however tried to cover that through his recent 
community intervention projects. The Saraki camp he 
belongs to could also be a weakness and affect his 
chances in the coming election. This is because there is 
an increasing call among the populace for an end to the 
Saraki hegemony in the State.

Though he has an impressive performance in the House 
of Representatives, he performed exceedingly as 
Speaker, Kwara State House of Assembly 2011-2015 
and recorded great feats as Commissioner for Finance 
in 2010 and other previous offices held, there is a great 
concern among Kwarans that Atunwa may become 
another Governor Abdulfatah Ahmed, whom they 
consider as a puppet to Saraki.
In 2019, Kwarans will definitely have to make a choice 
between Abdulrahman and Atunwa. But in making that 
choice, we must bear in mind that Kwara needs a 
governor that will place the interest and welfare of the 
masses first. Kwara needs a governor that will be 
committed to the overall development of our State. 

We need a governor who understands our challenges 
and is armed with the pertinent solutions. Kwara needs a 
no-nonsense governor who has the political will to 
effect changes where necessary and not minding the 
interests of the elites and power brokers in the state. As 
2019 draws nearer, I sincerely wish Kwarans all the best 
at the poll and pray that may the best candidate emerge.

“The good people of Kwara deserve
 a Governor that will fast track the 

development of the state and 
not loot their resources” 

...State Politics

Tajudeen Habeeb

T h e 

choice 
of Atunwa:
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MUHAMMADU BUHARI 

POWERED BY:

BUHARI SUPPORT ORGANISATIONS 

Mr President has laid solid foundations for the rebirth of 
economic advancement of Nigeria as the giant of Africa. with 

continuity, the massive project of this administration will lead to 
massive Youth Employment and Economic prosperity for all lawful 

Nigerians...

Don't be carried away by the phantasmagoria of deceit 
by political juggernauts and turncoat blackmailing the administration

with cook up stories...

Your support for reelection of President Muhammadu Buhari is a 
guarantee for a brighter rewarding future.  

vote

BSO

Dr.  Muhammed Mahmood Abubakar
National Chairman

BSO 

Till 2023
...simply the best choice  
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...Education

The struggle for the genuine emancipation of Nigeria students in terms of our 
welfare; Quality Teaching, Electricity, Training and Research, Water, Medical
Facilities, Hostel Accommodation, Laboratories e.t.c has being a fundamental 
problem over  the years. 

But let me assure you my fellow students, that this present administration
 led by my able self will not compromise that struggle and will ensure that 
we see light at the end of tunnel.

Thank you for all your support so far.

Aluta Continua........     Danielson Bamidele Akpan
NANS President
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BUILDING PEACE

The reality of the world we live in, where our 
livelihood is subjective to compelling factors that 
commands several restrictions against ease of access 
on insatiable human wants, the reality simply connotes 
that, every individual need good conscience to live 
peacefully in a society.
Literature reviews on the concept of building peace 
varies according to individual perspectives and 
contextual definition, but there is a strong consensus 
that peace is a panacea for growth and development, 
which inadvertently is a practical reality as seem in 
other climes where peace is the bedrock upon which 
their societal development rest . Common definitions 
of peace refer to absence of war in a society or 
presence of harmonious relationship among the 
people. According to Martin Luther King Jr. True 
peace is not merely the absence of tension: it is the 
presence of justice.

Justice implies fair treatment, the absence of fairness 
often lead to conflict among the people considering 
our diversity. Is peace the prevalence of truth over 
falsehood or the victory of honesty over deceit? Peace 
should be viewed as sustenance of decorum among the 
people in a society, for the purpose of creating positive 
direction to the challenges of building a peaceful 
society. Sufficient knowledge on issues in our society 
is very essential towards understanding the limitations 
of your rights and privileges as a good measure of 
others. Those fanning the ember of discord among the 
populace understand peace in its relativity, in their 
thoughts that without fulfillment of their agitations, 
they will not allow peace to reign. Peace should be 
treated as an absolute term that doesn't depend on any 
parameter for prevalence in the society; peace should 
be guided by the principle of recognition of the equal 
rights among the populace.

Whether one is a Christian, Muslim, Free thinker or an 
Atheist, human feeling should prick the conscience 
and guide sane minds towards propriety. The sense of 
propriety will allow deep thought and positive 
thinking, towards contentment as a means to peace of 
mind. In homes, neighborhoods and society at large, 

An ideal home should serve as a model to others in a 
society. Making our homes good examples where 
tranquility and harmony; respect and love reign supreme 
should be the utmost priority of all citizens, most 
especially the Youth Population. As a sane mind, it is 
incumbent on you to ensure that the society doesnt 
influence you negatively towards misdemeanours. With 
the advent of civilization and birth of strong territorial 
controls protected by international laws, war is no longer 
fashionable as several restrictions forbid violence or war 
due to punishment and sanctions against erring citizens. If 
one considers the gravity of sanctions against violators of 
laws, every citizen will be well behaved and comply 
strictly with the accepted norms and values and avoid 
breaking laws and orders. Parents should serve as good 
role model to their children. Parents should not just treat 
their children with love and respect alone, they should 
teach them the virtues of respect and love for humanity. 
Parents should not be encouraging their children to 
dogmatism in religion or ethnicity, children must be made 
to practice their religion with clean heart and open mind. 
Those children that already grew up with wrong parentage 
constitute the major problems of the society today.  

In homes, hatred for others base on difference in religion, 
race or colour should be forbidden, if we must live 
peacefully with others. In our homes, we keep furniture, 
electronics, clothes, cooking utensils and other equipment 
for our daily needs, we dont care to confirm whether the 
religious beliefs, race or colour of the producers conflict 
with ours, but because those materials are useful to cater 
for our needs, we ignore the differences, then why do we 
still refuse to cleanse our minds of bigotry and hatred for 
others on the account of religious and tribal differences?

If we depend on the efforts of others without rejecting their 
provisions in our favour despite differences, why do we 
engage in smearing the beliefs of others in our bid to 
promote our beliefs above others? The attires you are 
wearing, can you conveniently tell the identity or religious 
belief of the producer, you dont care because they are 
essential needs and we cannot produce them ourselves, 
then what does it take us to consider humanity in all our 
endeavours and eschew hatred for others because they 
dont share our race, colour and beliefs.

...Hard Talk

 IN THE SOCIETY…..
By Raymon King
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embracing peace and motivating others towards 
peaceful endeavours are capable of fast-tracking 
growth and development in the society.

It is important for people to build love for humanity in 
homes as a recipe for sustainable peace among 
ourselves. If all homes embrace love for humanity and 
avoid pitching ourselves against others on the account 
of our differences, there are strong possibilities that our 
societies will thrive in peace and the harmonious 
relationship that will ensue from the gains of absolute 
peace is capable of creating ease of life for all.
The daily struggles of humans to accomplish needs for 
survival attune to our inclinations for peace but most of 
us are not mindful of this assertion in real sense of 
evaluation. To a great extent, poverty troubles the mind, 
epidemic of crime leads to fear while insecurity leads to 
despair. A simple summation of negativities in our 
societies clearly expose majority of people involve in 
immoralities as seriously deficient in knowledge or 
better stated as ruining their future out of ignorance. 
Those with distinct understanding of the effect of 
dialogue as a veritable tool in crisis management and 
dispute resolution will always persuade the populace 
against violence of any kind. 

Violence is not just use of force or intention to hurt 
others, violence in proper perspective means 
suppression of the rights of others in a demeaning 
manner. The preponderance of immoralities in our 
society must be challenged with a target to promote 
peace in order to abate the scourge of violence among 
young people in particular. The siege mentality across 
ethno-religious divides must be properly addressed 
through re-orientation exercise and review of notions 
that pitch us against others. 
It is indeed a very sad situation when educated fellows 
rise violently against fellow citizens, with target to 
maim under dubious guise but claim sincerity for their 
nefarious actions. Worthy education impacts morality 
and logical reasoning on sane minds and only a corrupt 
mind will always tilt towards violence as there is no 
alternative to peace. When disagreement occur, 
education teaches that grey areas be properly dissected, 
with the hope of peaceful resolutions but the trend of 
jungle justice or outright retaliation without recourse to 
legal redress is barbaric.

Youth must rise above barbarism to earn respect and 
peace of mind; we must be organized and upright to 
rescue the society from maladies. Youth are the 
conscience of the Country and possess the energy and 
inherent skills to drive governance towards collective 
benefits of all citizens. People below forty years are the 
driving force for success of any administration whether 
locally or nationally which calls for our readiness to 
caution our leaders where necessary but through 

dialogue and peaceful coordination devoid of violence or 
wrong agitations.

We are no longer in dark ages, there are sufficient 
literatures to individually double check the correctness 
and appropriateness of our actions towards others that 
usually leads to conflict and we must be well behaved to 
create an egalitarian society. In spite of obvious odds of 
graduate unemployment, corruption and insecurity, 
Nigerian Youth must consider realities above fallacies to 
be able to live prosperously. In reality, Nigeria 
government failed to actualize the noble contents of 
previous developmental plans which are responsible for 
poor state of infrastructures and loss of morals in our 
societies. Religion leaders have equally abandoned their 
responsibilities to guide followers towards positive 
conducts while parents being emulated are mostly not 
worthy role models.

We must awake our consciousness that education is a cure 
for ignorance and illiteracy, it should not be viewed as an 
automatic ticket for white collar jobs nor should educated 
fellows merely regard themselves higher in ranks to 
uneducated folks simply for acquisition of certificates. 
The knowledge acquired through education should be 
well utilized for the benefit of the society at large, as youth 
must create job spaces for themselves within the legal 
provisions without rightly depending on government.

Youth must strive meaningfully to find legitimate means 
of survival without inflicting economic pains on others. 
Knowledge diversification will serve a good purpose in 
creating opportunities whether in agriculture, 
manufacturing or information and communication 
technology. In this era, Youth should be mostly concerned 
on how to collaborate with security agencies to prevent 
and combat crimes, abating crimes in our societies will 
create absolute peace required for the revamping of the 
economy.

If you value a brighter rewarding future, forget about the 
lost opportunities that cannot be regain or regained, be a 
loyal citizen with great sense of patriotism to create 
enabling environment for growth and development. This 
is achievable if you shun bigotry and chauvinism, we 
must live in peace with others as creatures of 
ALMIGHTY GOD. On the political front, youth must 
resist demagogues and politicians that approach them 
with corruption. grow above temptations of financial 
inducements in exercise of your civic duties during 
elections.

By Raymon King

...Hard Talk
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...Governance 

State of Osun: 
Foretelling Oyetola's Performance 

From Governor Aregbesola's Giant Strides. 

he electioneering history of Nigeria in the south Twest will be incomplete without mentioning 

Osun State or the state of Osun. This was 

largely because the governorship election that took 

place on 22nd September, 2018 in Osun state remains 

the first governorship election that led to a 

supplementary election. Interestingly, the candidate of 

the All Progressive Congress (APC), Gboyega Oyetola 

who scored a total number of 255 , 505 votes as winner, 

against his closest rival of the Peoples' Democratic 

Party (PDP), Senator Ademola Adeleke who polled 255 

,023 votes. As Oyetola takes over from his former boss, 

Ogbeni Rauf Aregbesola.

ABDULRAHMAN OYETUNJI foretells the 

performance of the incumbent from that of the 

predecessor.

APC: Like Aregbesola, like Oyetola. Significantly, the 

two Ola's (Aregbesola and Oyetola) shared so many 

things in common. Aside the obvious fact that they are 

both progressives that tapped its style and Blueprint of 

governance from the former governor of Lagos state, 

Asiwaju Bola Ahmed Tinubu school of thought, 

Oyetola like the immediate past governor, Aregbesola 

outlined the same agenda for the state.

By Abdulrahman Oyetunji 

In his speech, titled: “Ileri Oluwa: My Covenant on 
Continuity and Consolidation with the People of Osun,” 
Oyetola had hinted that he will continue and sustain the 
giant strides of the Aregbesola led administration in the 
State. Speaking on his vision for the state, he said "under 
the leadership of our indefatigable governor, Ogbeni 
Rauf Adesoji Aregbesola, a wave of massive 
infrastructural renewal and revolution in agriculture, 
education, job/wealth creation, health and other social 
investments have swept across our state – with all 
resulting in improved quality of lives of our people. 
Arguably, most political analysts affirmed that with a 
statement like this, all things been equal, Oyetola like his 
predecessor; Aregbesola will focus or build on the major 
agenda. How far he will go on his vision for the state 
depends largely on the available resources, time and 
political will.

Education still a cardinal agenda Interestingly, despite 
the fact that Osun ranks 34th among the 36th states of the 
Federation on the revenue allocation chart table, the 
former governor, Rauf Aregbesola had committed 
whopping billions of Naira into the Elementary and 
Middle School levels' buildings that will each 
accommodate 900 pupils. The High School buildings 
will have capacity for 3,000 students. This has led to the 
renovated, reconstructed and the combination of many 
schools in the state.

Ogbeni Rauf Adesoji  Aregbesola
Former Governor Of Osun State

Executive Governor Of Osun State
Alh. Isiaka Adegboyega Oyetola
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Aregbesola’s giant strides in education was not only on 
schools infrastructural development, but on job creation 
through school feeding program, Omoluabi Garment 
Factory in the state that caters for school uniform needs of the 
students across the state. Also included are the free education 
policy and the much celebrated Opon Imo (Tablet of 
Knowledge). Unfortunately for him and the state, this never 
translated into good performance of the state students in the 
West Africa Examination Council (WAEC), National 
Examination Council (NECO) and other external 
examinations. According to WAEC rating, in 2014, Osun 
came 22, in 2015 Osun came 30th, and there was a step 
growth in 2016, when Osun State was ranked 29th among the 
36 states and the FCT. In 2017 the state came 24th while in 
2018 the state was also rated low. The situation is the same 
with NECO. Apparently, huge investment in schools 
infrastructure will not and does not translate to better 
performance of students in  external examinations.

This remained a cardinal point for the Oyetola administration 
to be considered successful. Political pundits and 
educationists  acknowledged that  Aregbesola spent much 
time and resources on schools infrastructure which 
obviously does not translate better performance of students. 
As such, Oyetola is  expected to consolidate on  that, by 
investing more resources on things and areas that bring about 
better ratings of  Osun students in external examination.

To achieve this, the governor of the state of Osun, Gboyega 
Oyetola should checkmate school teachers, invest in teachers 
training and encourage the parents to also play their part 
judiciously well to the benefits of Osun students. On tertiary 
education, there is also an urgent need for the state to channel 
its resources on its Osun State university, improve it to 
standard and concede its part ownership of Ladoke Akintola 
University of Technology, Ogbomosho to Oyo state.
Infrastructural development.

Notably, the former governor, Ogbeni Rauf Aregbesola has 
invested heavily into the infrastructural development of the 
state, but there seems to be more abandoned projects than the 
finished ones. For a state that was established in year 1991, 
Osun state is still far behind in infrastructure, especially road 
network.

Within his 8 years as the governor of the state, Aregbesola 
has successful constructed many roads across all parts of the 
tdtae, these among others has won him and the state 
accolades from the Africa Development Bank (AFDB), 
African Union Economic, Social and Cultural Council (AU- 
ECOSOCC) and others.

However, to the ordinary people who are supposed to be the 
beneficiaries of these roads that was constructed, Aregbesola 
was considered wicked to have demolished their buildings 
allegedly without compensation, engaged on road projects 
and other white elephants projects he knows he can't 
finished. He was also allegedly condemned for using 
workers salary to fund some of those projects.

Consequently, many analysts observed that, governor 
Gboyega Oyetola needs to expressly complete these      
abandoned projects, especially roads before              
barking on any one, employ the use of Private Project  
Partnership (PPP) to fund some of these projects and 
compensate those whose buildings were affected by the 
ongoing construction in the state. Considering Lagos 
state, where Oyetola resided before now, it is also 
believed that he will come up or review the master plan of 
Osogbo master plan to meet up with many state capitals 
in Nigeria and international standard.

  Improved Economy to eradicate poverty.

The Human Development Index (HDI) computation for 
the UNDP Nigeria Human Development Report (2016) 
has released by Nigeria Bureau of statistics (NBS) rated 
Osun the second lowest state on the poverty index, one of 
the five states with lowest unemployment rate. Recently, 
in 2018 the state poverty index was said to be at 17.5 per 
cent ahead of Lagos, Nigeria's economic capital. It states 
that in terms of poverty ranking, Osun state has the least 
poverty level (0.062) while Sokoto has the highest 
(0.453), closely followed by Jigawa and Yobe states with 
(0.399 and 0.385) respectively. How Aregbesola 
achieved this can best be described as miracle? Because 
Osun State like many other depends largely on the 
monthly Federal Allocation, it's also state that mainly 
survives on salary and highly indebted with of N197 
billion local and international debts.

...Governance 

Asiwaju Bola Ahmed Tinubu
APC National Leader
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As an expert in Insurance and Finance, many believed Gboyega 
Oyetola will perform well in the aspect of servicing the state's 
debt, think outside the box and turn Osun state around from a 
salary state to a producing state, especially when the state is 
bless with abundant mineral resources like, Clay, Granite, Talc, 
Dolomite, Ilmenite, Feldspar, Quartz, Limestone and 
uncountable agricultural materials. When this is done, experts 
revealed that Osun state Internal Generated Revenue (IGR) 
will from over N13 billions of 2017 to a level where the state 
will become economically independent. With purposive 
leadership and open door policy to local or international 
investors, Oyetola can make this prediction become reality.

Healthcare Delivery
This is another important aspect of human existence and an 
indicator used to measure the level of performance of a 
government or an administration. The state government, 
under the leadership of Ogbe Rauf Aregbesola has aside the 
fact that Ladoke Akintola University of Technology teaching 
hospital is located in Oshogbo, the governor  in partnership 
with Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), built 61 
Primary Health Centres in the state. Also procured and 
distributed over N3million worth of drugs to the people of the 
state free of charge, and SDGs has recruited over 400 
healthcare workers, procured ambulances and has constructed 
and renovated over 47 classrooms across elementary and 
middle schools in the state.

It would also be recalled that over 200 million naira was used 
in the procurement of medical equipments such as: complete 
electrocardiography machines, complete vascular Doppler, 
injection pump machines, high frequency analysis machines, 
tremtrafo-isolating transformers, hospital beds, x-ray film 
viewer monitors, complete C arm x-ray intensive viewers, 
rollators, wheel chairs, automatic operational theatre tables, 
among many others.

All these are not enough for a state with about 4 million 
people. So the issue of quality healthcare delivery is an aspect 
that Gboyega Oyetola will have to expressly look into, 
because the health of the indigent is the wealth of the state. 
This many including that national leader of the All Progressive 
Congress (APC), Asiwaju Bola Ahmed Tinubu are so 
confidence he will do. Asiwaju said "Gboyega will deliver on 
his promise to make good healthcare available to citizens.

On the creation of jobs through social investment, Ogbeni 
Rauf Aregbesola seems to have performed better that his 
predecessors. The Osun Youth Empowerement Scheme (O-
YES), Osun Meal (O Meal) and Osun Ambulance service 

amongst others cost the state government a whooping 
sum of 30 billion naira.

Though the governor has received commendation at 
every quarter, in fact the Blueprint of Osun social 
investment program was copied by the federal 
government and almost all the states in Nigeria. But, the 
program has been faulted on the aspect of its 
sustainability. As many experts are of the opinion that, 
such program is cost effective and might be extremely 
difficult to sustain.

As Secretary to the state government, under the 
leadership of Aregbesola, all evidence pointed to the fact 
that governor Gboyega Oyetola will likely continue with 
Social Investment program. However, it is expected of 
him to make the program a self-sustainable scheme to the 
benefits of is people.

In the end, political pundits concluded that, the State of 
Osun Governor, Gboyega Oyetola all things been equal 
will likely perform better than his predecessor, Ogbeni 
Rauf Aregbesola because the foundation had already 
been laid for him and all that is left for him to do is to 
consolidate on that little effort. Another factor that he was 
not elected with a clear margin, under performance will 
only ridicule him and his party.

“As an expert in Insurance and Finance, many 
believed Gboyega Oyetola will perform well 

in the aspect of servicing the state's debt”

...Governance 

Social Investment And Job Creation
Osun State new road networks

Osun State Mega Schools
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Solomon Chuks

THE IDIOTIC IDEOLOGY OF
 IGBO VICE PRESIDENCY

The venue was Ministers quarters katamkpe hill, in attendance 
were myself, Tony Nwoye, Ambrose Obioha, and few other 
South East youth leaders, and time was about 1:00am in the 
midnight. His Excellency Ambassador Ojo Nmaduekwe (may 
his soul rest in peace) had invited us to explain the reason for the 
'Igbo Idiotic Presidency' statement credited to him. The tension 
generated by the statement had pushed us the Igbo youth leaders 
to challenge his audacity to call Igbos aspirations as idiotic. 
Sitting there in my capacity as the President of Ohaneze Youth 
Forum, I watched with mixed feelings how Ojo in his stylish 
aristocratic grammar tried very hard to convince us on why it is 
idiotic to demand for a President of Nigeria of Igbo extraction, 
considering the unfavorable ongoing political permutations 
against Ndi Igbo then. 
 
The current political climate in Nigeria which as usual is 
unfavorable to the Igbos, has again ignited sentiments, mixed 
feelings and agitation among the Igbo elites over the necessity 
of a Vice President of Igbo extraction in the face of age-long 
political conspiracy against them. In the words of Ojo, who 
holds that it is suicidal for a people or tribe to submit themselves 
to the maneuvering of other tribes in the face of political 
decision, it will be criminal to keep quiet and pretend that all is 
well. 

As an activist, I have learned not to undermine the right of 
people to voice out their held opinion no matter how 
unreasonable I considered it and especially if they can prove 
evidence of personal effect on them. Even though the choice of 
Ojo words maybe considered impolite and out of order to 
address one's people, but that does not cancel the fact that he 
was right in his assertion. I decided to borrow his words to 
address our political situation hoping that our people will learn 
from it as they failed to during Ojo's time because,  every people 

according to Sonia Sotomayor has a past, but the 
dignity of a history comes when a community of 
scholars devotes itself to chronicling and studying that 
past.

The dust raised by the nomination of Obi by Atiku may 
have died down but, has the idiotic aspect of the 
decision died? For the mere fact that Atiku 
maneuvered the Igbos in selection of a VP even to the 
admiration of some myopic Igbo leader has only 
reinforced the idiotic analogy of a people by Ojo. In 
fact, it is not only idiotic but also stupidity not to 
challenge anybody who, hiding under the protection of 
constitution maneuvered the interest of a people like 
Atiku did and I will not be a party to that because, 
saying that political hoodwinking of people is 
'politically correct' is often a way of dismissing the 
voices of the oppressed. By the disagreement of the 
Igbo leaders over their exclusion in the appointment 
process, Atiku himself is fully aware that he has a 
divided house to contend with, if at all they are divided. 
And in political philosophy, a leader with divided 
house is usually not only mindful in decision making 
but careful to avoid falling into political mines 
especially with aristocratic race like Igbos. 

When all the public eyes sees are limited to 
constitutional right of an individual to maneuver a 
whole nation like the Ndi Igbo, it forces them to submit 
even their conscience and thinking at the mercy of that 
individual. When that happens to an already 
marginalized people, it tends to pitch them against one 
another in a competition instead of against the 
conspira tors  tha t  subjected  them to  the  
marginalization.

PDP Vice Presidential Candidate 

...National Politics
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...National Politics

Instead of casting aspersions and painting a picture 

of irredeemably  divided house, the Igbos owe 

themselves a duty to identify with their leaders 

who had questioned their exclusion in the 

nomination process. Such synergy I believe is 

what will help to warn other tribes not to 

contemplate maneuvering or undermine them 

during political decisions in future. Take it or leave 

it, the political success story of the Yoruba nation 

was attending by their synergy and insistent on 

discussion before political partnership. If you will 

recall, Obasanjo, even though a Yoruba man, 

almost lost the election in 1999 because of the 

conspiracy of his people against him over their 

none inclusion at the decision of who will 

represent them, a decision made solely by the 

Hausa power block in consideration of the brutal 

murder of Abiola.

Come to think of it, is Obi the best that Igbos can 

produce? I have painstakingly observed and took 

my time to watch and listen to all of Obi's speeches 

and presentations, I did not hear or read about his 

struggle for the protection of any Igboman 

anywhere. I did not hear or at any time read about 

his position in defense of the consistent assault on 

the Igbo nation.  What protection will the Igbos 

enjoy from a man who usually does not give 

listening ear to his kinsmen at his home but insists 

on them discussing their private issue at 

Government house all in attempt to paint a picture 

of an incorruptible leader. Without prejudice, with 

the picture Obi has painted of himself lately, it is 

obvious that he belongs to the group of leaders that 

will walk someone out of his office for daring to 

speak Igbo language to him in presence of other 

tribes. We have had many of his likes (cosmetic 

politicians) in government in the past who prefer 

sell their people for popularity sake. 

Make no mistake about it; the wide acceptability 

Obi enjoys today among the Yorubas is because 

they have seen in him a nationalist capable of 

mortgaging the interest of his people in favour of 

the other zones. If it were otherwise, the South 

West will never consider any Igboman against 

their own if not the likes of Obi, by every yardstick 

of measurement, Obi by my classification belongs 

to the group of Gen. Aguiyi Ironsi who's nationalist 

posture cost Ndi Igbo not only his life but subjected us to political 

slavery till date. The same goes to the likes of Zik who had the 

opportunity of helping the Igbo-man but was unable to do 

anything because of his nationalist posture. It is the same fate that 

befell the Igbos in the last administration where all the selfish 

appointees in the name of nationalist from Igbo extraction were 

selected without consultation.

Even if we must settle for Vice President of Igbo extraction, must 
it be the person of Obi's character who has in all ramifications 
proved to only care about making money at the detriment of 
brotherhood. If we cannot negotiate our political future with other 
zones, at least we can choose someone outside Obi who will not 
play to the gallery when the interest of Ndi Igbo will be brought to 
front burner. At a critical times like this, what the Igbos need is a 
politician who understands the intricacies of zonal representation 
and not a businessman like he has always portrayed himself. The 
historical events in the past, and the Obi's testimonial by himself, I 
will say, helped to justify and in future vindicate the actions of the 
Igbo leaders as championed by Governor Umahi. So, how does it 
amount to an aberration for them to be included in decision that 
will affect their political governance irrespective of how or 
process of demanding for it? To me they have not erred, it is those 
criticizing them that need to repent of the sins and ask for 
forgiveness. Even at that, the Atiku's maneuvering decision, on its 
merit is not only faulty but amounts to crime of undermining of 
the Igbo people. 

I sincerely believe that politics as we all know, is a game of 
interest and so, collective sentiment will have no place when in 
the field of play. All the leaders that pointed out Atiku's error, apart 
from representing their people either by election or appointment 
are political entities and are entitled to their respective political 
interest aside the collective interest. That automatically gave 
them a right to voice out their opinion as silent constitutes a crime 
in an unjust society. 
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WHY THE ECONOMIST WHY THE ECONOMIST WHY THE ECONOMIST 

INTELLIGENCE INTELLIGENCE INTELLIGENCE 
UNIT FORECAST ON 2019 MAY FAIL.UNIT FORECAST ON 2019 MAY FAIL.UNIT FORECAST ON 2019 MAY FAIL.

BY Dr Yakubu Ozohu - Suleiman

 The Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU), an arm of UK-
based Economist Group - owners of 'The Economist' 
magazine, recently predicted that Buhari will lose to Atiku 
in 2019. Since the news of this forecast came on board, 
supporters of Atiku seem to have gained increased 
confidence as, according to them, the same EIU predicted 
Buhari's victory over Jonathan in 2015 and it happened.  
Somehow, I consider this to be a kind of intellectual 
subordination to European intelligence that has the potential 
risk of increasing our intellectual dependence on a people 
whose actual interest is to see Africa remain 
underdeveloped. 

To begin with, I am not of those who hastened to celebrate 
the EIU's forecast of Buhari's victory in 2015, and I also do 
not want to be quick to believe in its current forecast - the 
realization of the previous forecast notwithstanding.  While 
I maintain my view that these 'foreign interest groups' are 
not the manufacturer of Nigeria's contemporary leadership 
and development problems, I want us to look critically at the 
context and the parameters by which EIU did its forecast on 
Nigeria, and identify possible reasons why the forecast may 
fail. 

The Economist Intelligence Unit had reported on Nigeria as 
operating a hybrid regime "characterized by consequential 
irregularities in elections, regularly preventing them from 
being free and fair, pressure by the government on political 
opponents, non-independent judiciary, widespread 
corruption, harassment and pressure on the media, anemic 
rule of law, underdeveloped political culture, low level of 
participation in politics and issues in the functioning of 
governance". 

These things that EIU has said about us may be saddening 
but I cannot contend that any of them is untrue. However, I 
want to draw our attention to some of them, which I think are 
the latent bases for the EIU's 2019 forecast. One is that there 
is widespread corruption in Nigeria. Two is that the political 
culture of Nigerians is underdeveloped. I assume we all 
know what widespread corruption means, but what about 
underdeveloped political culture? It is simply a condition of 
subnormal political reasonability in which democratic 
processes or choices are largely guided by ethnic and 

religious persuasions or personal aggrandizement rather 
than true merit. With underdeveloped political culture, 
people hardly make informed choice of leaders to govern 
them.  

Underdeveloped political culture is facilitated, and 
sometimes bred in Nigeria by politicians with immoderate 
desire for power and wealth acquisition, and it manifests, 
among others, in the form of election thuggery, buying and 
selling of votes, invoking of ethnic and religious violence or 
accepting of material inducement to opposition and 
conflicts. 

The forgoing is the latent context in which the EIU has 
packaged 2019 for Nigeria. The EIU view Nigerians as a 
widely corrupt people with underdeveloped political 
culture, who therefore can hardly make informed 
democratic choices. 

This view was same in 2015, except for some intervening 
conditions that supported EIU's prediction of Buhari's 
victory then. These conditions included Buhari's perceived 
sincerity of purpose compared with Jonathan and the 
transparently free and fair conduct of the presidential 
election, which helped to reflect the true views of Nigerians 
in the election outcome despite huge spending by PDP then. 
Atiku and his supporters are rich, and are capitalizing on 
Nigeria's "underdeveloped political culture" to buy their 
way to the presidency. But if the intervening conditions that 
led to Buhari's victory in 2015 are still present - and I think 
they are, the chances are that EIU's forecast will fail, and 
Buhari will emerge again victorious. 

Secondly, EIU, in its forecast stated that the vote in the North 
is likely to be split. This is a prediction anyone else can 
make. Of course northern votes have never been absolutely 
for one candidate. EIU would have differed by stating 
whether or not the split will be significant.

Again EIU said that Atiku will find it easier to garner support 
from the south, "which has traditionally been a safe haven 
for the PDP". Again I ask which south is EIU talking about 
here? Does it include southwest, whose population of voters 
triples that of southeast, and the majority of who are 

...Economy
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currently well mobilized for Buhari in anticipation 
of power shift to them in 2023? EIU got it wrong. 

Again the Intelligence Unit said insecurity in 
central Nigeria is GROWING. This is not true. The 
insecurity here is not growing, and is not a good 
parameter for forecasting Atiku's victory because 
Atiku does not have better security experience than 
Buhari to fight insecurity. Voters know this.  Yes I 
agree that there are frustrations over poverty in 
Nigeria, but majority of the poor people believe 
they are as poor as they are because their leaders 
have been looting their collective wealth. So they 
prefer someone who has no interest in looting. This 
view is still strong. 

There are many other common predictions the EIU 
has made on security risks during elections, and the 
chances of PDP rejecting election outcome if Atiku 
loses...and the security implications of contested 
election results.  It is however interesting that EIU 
recommends "collective resolve" as the way to 
avoid the much of security issues that might trail 
2019. Let's think about this.

Dr Yakubu Ozohu - Suleiman writes from Ahmadu 
Bello University, Zaria, Kaduna State.

Rotimi Amaechi
Minister For Transportation

Babatunde Raji Fashola
Minister For works, power and Housing

“Entrusting Atiku with the leadership 
of Nigeria is as good as granting 

Williams Jefferson Nigerian 
citizenship”

REBUILDING THE  COLLAPSED 
INFRASTRUCTURE ACROSS 

NIGERIA 

...Economy
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...Cartoon Express

Enjoy The Humor
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...Opinion

YOUTHS AND GOVERNANCE: 
A Retrospective Reflection

By:  Chuks Okoji 

Greetings to the prestigious youths of this great 
nation who have been on our broken streets 
hustling here and there to achieve greatness in life 
even though our wobbled and disjointed system 
does not cater for the well-being of the youths in it's 
entirety . As a matter of fact, one would start 
wondering the kind of employment opportunities 
that are made available to Nigerian youths without 
recording numbers of applicants in millions. Of 
course, any job opportunities are being filled up by 
youths including visa lottery, scholarship and lots 
more. Nigerian youths are extremely hard working 
people.

Now, it is an era of not too young to run and for real, 
we are not too young to run. Our bones and muscles 
are much more intact to win the race. Our bones are 
ripe enough to drive the resources fast and curious. 
Our intellectual capability and capacity has proven 
beyond reasonable doubt that Nigerian youths 
would be successful athletes for the race. 
Ironically, the race is never a field and track event. 
It is an event that is strictly based on vote buying 
and selling, rigging, thuggery with billions of naira 
to squander in order to gain political power. So, 
where is the space for the youths in these 
categories? 

To cut the story short, not too young to run bill was 
passed by National Assembly in the year 2017 to 
alter sections 65, 106, 13, 177 of the constitution. 
The bill was passed to reduce the age qualification 
for the position of the President from the age of 40 
years to 35 years and that of Governor from the age 
of 35years to 30years; Senator from 35years to 
30years while House of Representatives 
membership from the age of 30years to 25years 
and State House of Assembly membership from 
the age of 30years to 25years. Therefore, the new 
law is aimed at relaxing some of the stringent and 
discriminatory provisions of the constitution as 
regards to the elective positions in Nigeria political 
parlance. 

However, since its passage in July 2017, the bill was signed 
by President Muhammadu Buhari on the 31st of May 2018. 
Meanwhile, as both parties prepare for polling in February 
2019, the cost of nomination form is like the skull of an 
elephant; very heavy. 

If not for the politicians who have been in the looting 
system for  long, who among the youths would dare 
gamble millions of naira for nomination form including 
money for posters, billboards and campaigns. 

Any candidate vying for presidential position under All 
Progressives Congress will have to pay nothing less than 
45million naira to pick form while anyone vying for 
governorship position will have to pay 22.5million naira 
under the same party.  The Senate and House of 
Representatives nomination forms are also in millions. On 
the other hand, Peoples Democratic Party has reduced the 
cost of its Presidential candidate form to 12million naira 
and Governorship position  to 6million naira respectively. 
I still hold to the opinion that this reduction in the 
nomination form of the PDP was as a result of being an 
opposition party  who needs crop of candidates and 
members to unseat the political party in power; not for the 
purpose of youth's participation. 

Although, there are other political parties in Nigeria that 
place lesser price on their nomination forms and if these 
forms are affordable, what about the chance of winning? If 
the sole aim of any political aspirant is to emerge as winner, 
why would an aspirant risk his millions to join weak party? 
To win an election in Nigeria, an aspirant must belong to a 
political party that has highest chance of winning and 
everyone knows the strength and weaknesses of different 
political parties across the country. Apart from being in a 
strong political party, money does almost everything in 
Nigeria politics. 
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The older generation actually don't really want to pave way for 
the youths. All they want is to continue to buy the youths' 
conscience with the loots, make the youths to attack one another 
physically, mentally and using the media both mainstream and 
new media. All they enjoy doing is to place the youths under 
severe subjugation of fake promises, propaganda for another 
four years. 

The power mongers only want to run as Governors, Senators, 
Honourables for two terms or more, without any impact on the 
economy, infrastructure, education and social  amenities. 

Meanwhile, in the 60s, 70s, 80s, those who held the position of 
power as head of states and Prime ministers took over as youths. 
The likes of Obafemi Awolowo, Muritala Muhammed, S.L 
Akintola fought for Nigeria freedom as youths.  In the absence 
of crude oil, they managed the country's resources efficiently 
and effectively to build railway routes and tertiary institutions, 
constructed good roads and hospitals and created a comfortable 
environment for the citizens under militarism.  Although, some 
caliber of youths that litters the four corners of the country are 
found of social vices such has gambling, cyber crime, 
immoralities in the dress sense and servant of alcoholic 
products. 

 

These vices among others derail one's focus in the position of 
authority because youths are expected to build the nation, foster 
communication for political, social and economic development 
and constitute to the well-being of the citizens in a country. 

Of course, the good and sane ones still exist  amidst 
our youths but it is pitiable and disheartening that 
those that are not in the hierarchy of societal 
exuberance are stylishly being denied their 
right to get to the top as a result of expensive 
nomination forms. 

If truly the youths are not too young to run, let 
there be a reduction in the nomination forms 
and let us see who can run faster between the 
older generation and the youths. The youths are 
tired of fake promises mixed with crop of lies 
as the present political system stylishly 
debarred them to compete as President, 
Governors, Senators and Federal House of 
Representatives and State Houses of Assembly 
thereby denying them the opportunity to give 
dividends of democracy to Nigerians through 
provision of good roads,  equipped hospitals, 
improved educational system and a  
convenient standard of living for the masses. 
There is a high level of optimism that the 
present crop of  Nigerian youths can still do 
better just like the early nationalists whose 
names shall forever count in the forest of the 
braves. God bless Nigeria.

...Opinion

  Chuks Okoji 
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FIGHTING 
CORRUPTION IN 

NIGERIA

...Security

Corruption has always existed in different 
forms, and is not determined by politics or 
geography. It exists in rich and poor countries 
alike, it involves both individual States and 
international organizations and its costs are 
borne by the citizens. It affects the proper 
running of governments, distorts the correct 
functioning of economic and political 
institutions and hampers transparency, exploits 
the human person for selfish interests, renders 
respect for rules obsolete and is a manifestation 
of structural sin.

Corruption in Nigeria, a disease that invariably 
endangers the morals of the entire country, a 
major challenge facing the nation, increasingly 
becoming a threat to human existence to the 
extent that it must hence be recognized as a 
crime against humanity. Corruption is a 
multifaceted and complex problem that 
requires a comprehensive approach that cuts 
across disciplines. The root causes of 
corruption are wide and vary from place to 
place depending on the political, social, 
economic and cultural circumstances. In 
Nigeria, poor leadership, politics of the belly, 
greed and selfishness, patronage nepotism, 
denial of Youth participation in governance, 
weak judicial system, conflicts, and constant 
insecurity among others are identified. Cabals 
in every government are reducing the popular 
participation of the public in governance.

There is abounding evidence in Nigeria 
indicating that corruption has negatively 
affected our growth and development. Weakens 
the democratic institutions and the rule of law, 
disrupts social order and destroys public trust, 
thus allowing organized crime, terrorism and 
other threats to human security to flourish. 
 In our own locality in Nigeria, citizens 
complain about corruption in the high offices 
but will comfortably cheat each other in the 
market place. Public transport hikes rates at will 

without regard to the consequences on the most vulnerable. 

Big decisions affecting the citizenry are made at coffee tables in hotel 
lounges where “lobbying” means financial and political inducement. 
Corruption has thus eaten into society threatens to ravage the entire 
Nigerian system. While the manifestations of corruption are limitless, 
its roots seem to be identifiable from the fallen nature of the human 
person. However, one hastens to add that the human person is redeemed 
and has potential to contest his own inclination to be corrupt. 

The African self-understanding of the human person in relation to 
material wealth and power is also important. While wealth in the 
African traditional setting came along with the responsibility to 
promote the common good, today wealth seems to be an end in itself. 
Very few individuals at least in the public sector pursue attitude as 
proper form of happiness. The pursuit of happiness measured by wealth 
and power actually separates human endeavor from what is truly good 
and transcendental. The responses to corruption therefore seem to be 
better guided if they tackle the condition of the human person 
structurally at the level of society. The struggle against corruption will 
remain an illusion if individuals are still sympathetic to it as a lesser 
evil. If politicians are still gauged by how much they donate to their 
constituents and not on how good their policy or legislation is.
Political parties must be properly structured and well governed if they 
are to effectively champion the boarder public good. This requires that 
political parties adhere to established laws, rules and norms of society 
or a nation. Countries that have not put in place laws and systems to 
govern political parties to ensure fair and effective representation, 
regulate party funding, streamline party management, ensure 
transparency and accountability in managing party and national affairs 
and foster public interest must do so with the urgency that it deserves. 

“The Anti-corruption agencies in the country must be vested 
with responsibilities to conduct life style audits of public officers,
 all members of parliament, all party leaders, and public servants,
so as to name and shame the corrupt, expose corruption to the

 public and boost public confidence in the fight against corruption”

By Olugbode Damola. H
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The political parties themselves must punish bad behaviour of 
their leaders and members, legally, socially and politically, and 
reward good behaviour. Only if that is done publicly, will 
government restore its moral authority to deal credibly with 
transgressions from ordinary citizens. This will help compel 
ordinary citizens to follow the rules. 
The parties must consistently bring in a new calibre of 
leadership at all levels, more competent and more honest. A 
system of merit must be brought into the internal party 
elections. Candidates must be judged on the basis of 
competence, moral character and genuine commitment to 
public service. The active encouragement of a new class of 
leader, with a new value system not solely based on struggle 
credentials may help engender a societal change in values.

Open access to information provides a basis for government 
accountability and raises the barriers against capricious, self-
serving intervention. Without accurate and detailed information 
it is difficult to assess company and board performance, set 
targets and allocate capital efficiently. Therefore, more 
transparency from government departments, state owned 
companies and other agencies about their activities are 
required. Payments to elected representatives, public servants, 
political parties and government departments must also be 
made public.

The government must put in place freedom of information 
legislation to ensure that the masses have access to information 
about official business and on corruption and other ills affecting 
the society. This will go a long way in improving transparency 
and accountability in the conduct of public affairs.  The 
Importance of Life style Audits and Barring Corrupt Officials 
and Business. 

The Anti-corruption agencies in the country must be vested 
with responsibilities to conduct life style  a u d i t s  o f  
public officers, all  members of parliament, all party leaders, 
and public servants, so as to name and shame the  
corrupt, expose corruption to the public and boost public 
confidence in the fight against corruption. In addition, corrupt 
officials and politicians must be prohibited from employment 
in the public sector. Corrupt businesses and individuals must 
also be barred from doing  business with the public sector.

The 2019 general election is another golden opportunity for 
Nigerians to redirect the governance of this great nation by 
speaking through their votes. Corruption finds succor in poor 
governance; therefore it's imperative we show a keen interest in 
the personality of those seeking mandates to handle the affairs 
of the country at all level. Candidates to earn our votes are those 
with the political will and ability to spell out clear anti-
corruption policies, interventions and effective implementation 
without fear or favor. 

The problem of corruption cannot be seen solely as a Nigeria or 
Africa problem. It is imported, nurtured, and developed in 
Africa. Therefore corruption is a global challenge, but its effects 
are more manifest in African countries. It cannot be gainsaid 
that the corrosive effect of corruption needs urgent and 

sustained action which demands that Africa 
strengthens governance as a way of curbing systemic 
corruption. In a culture of silent conspiracy, corruption 
can be perceived. The developed world may not 
practice corruption-against their country, but they are 
willing to practice against others in as much as others 
are willing to practice corruption-with, to and against 
their own countries. Certainly, corruption has affected 
the growth and development of the continent.
 
Therefore, there is a need for concerted efforts from all 
stakeholders to roll up their sleeves and fight the two 
monsters head-on. Society as a whole shares the 
responsibility for political corruption and injustice. 
The media, education system, politicians as well as 
civil society should help in this front. All members of 
the society should thus be welcomed on board. In other 
words, African  countries should either swim together 
or drown separately.

“Corruption finds succor in poor governance; therefore it's 
imperative we show a keen interest in the personality of those
 seeking mandates to handle the affairs of the country at all level”

Ibrahim Magu
EFCC Chairman 

 Olugbode Damola

...Security
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AMB. SUKUBO SARA-IGBE SUKUBO
PRESIDENT, NATIONAL YOUTH COUNCIL OF NIGERIA

On The Mission To 

REPOSITION NYCN 
After the NYCN Board of Trustees led by the 
Chairman, Chief Makole Omo Azugbene harmonised 
all the factions to form a transition committee to act for 
a specified period and conduct an election to unite the 
council, different machinations by those benefitting 
from the impasse eventually created recent apathy 
under proper review by those with sane minds to 
restore the dwindling glory of NYCN.

n the wake of the crises, a peace loving Ipersonality, whose appeal for calm among 
warring factions led to the prevalence of decorum 

by the three factional leaders that existed prior to the 
last conducted ordinary Congress that ushered the 
new leadership into office, public recognition and 
new orders in the council.

There exist a particular cliché with obvious intentions 
to ascend greater heights through the platform of 
NYCN, it's a familiar trend to the veterans, which 
ordinarily shouldn't have led to conflict, but the 
manner of executing their plots negated the principles 
of collective decisions and concept of general 
interest. In the process, war of attrition arose again, 
and the unimaginable occurred.

The Minister for Youth - Mr Solomon Dalung chose 
to toll similar part with his NFF palaver that nearly 
dampened the image of Nigeria globally at the sports 
level, but for expertise knowledge and insistence on 
orderliness, the former leaders, veterans and serving 
leaders of NYCN resisted the plots to permanently 
hijacked NYCN structure to the armpits of Solomon 
Dalung and cronies.

The last President they aligned with, preparatory to 
their last attempt to hoodwink the genuine leadership 
of NYCN to unholy submission - Comrade Murtala 
Garba Gamji resisted their ploy to drag him to the 
path of perdition, he insisted on the earlier 
harmonisation plans with other factional leaders to 
organise a "Unity Congress", he had thought they 
would respect his insistence on united actions as 
solutions to the age long impasse, unknown to him 
that their desperation was at its peak.

It's been a decade long crisis, internal wrangling and 
critical divisions among the rank and file of the 
National Youth Council of Nigeria-an umbrella body 
and the authentic voice for all Nigeria Youth, since 
1964. Series of efforts were put in place by past 
leaders to correct the anomalies that led to impasse in 
the national leadership of the council.
 Different factions arose over the years, the apex 
youth body suffered series of deprivations from the 
supervisory body who took advantage of the division 
to ignore their basic responsibilities of funding and 
supervision of NYCN as enshrined in the National 
Youth Policies.

"When a community is bedeviled with agent 
provocateurs, it requires the services of  visionary 

leaders who will rescue the ugly situation”

...Youth Focus
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Alas, they pronounced his suspension and connived with 
his deputy to attempt a Congress in Gombe State. 
Preparatory to the event, an affiliate organisation to the 
NYCN Centre for Advocacy and Development in Africa - 
CADA, approached a legitimate court of jurisdiction to 
challenge the conduct of Congress at Gombe without 
compliance with the provisions of the NYCN Constitution 
and his prayers for an injunction against the conduct if 
Congress in Gombe State as circulated in the circular for a 
Congress to be held on 19th- 23rd July, 2018. 

The injunction was granted by the State High Court 
Maraba Division and was served on all parties, yet they 
still refused to comply with the injunction. At the 
purportedly held Gombe Congress, a member of NYCN 
from Sokoto State (unqualified for office of NYCN 
President) by the virtue of NYCN Constitution named 
Bello Shagari was declared as a winner with the support of 
the Minister for Youth & Sports, a result being challenged 
at an Abuja High Court by the first runner up in that 
election - Comrade Abdullahi Mustapha Asuku who 
alleged irregularities in the conduct of the election.

In the eventuality, on the principle that the Court has 
sufficient powers to protect itself, the court declared the 
Congress conducted at Gombe that produced Bello 
Shagari as null and void, ultra-vire against court injunction 
and restrained Shagari Bello and his Executives from 
parading themselves as the executives of NYCN. 
Although there are sufficient proofs to the effect of their 
non-compliance with in the Court verdicts, but the seekers 
of justice remained unperturbed under the same spirit of 
the court can protect itself.

In all of these fiascos arose a new order in NYCN. The 
previous factional leaders after a cursory study of the 
injunction that restrained conduct of Congress in Gombe 
State on 19th to 23rd July conveyed a management 
meeting same period and to comply with the court 
injunction and proposed 7th - 10th August at Rivers State.

Five former President and legitimate structures of NYCN 
conveyed at the validly selected date not challenged in 
court by any interested party and conducted elections into 
the National Executive Council of NYCN where the 
NYCN Chairman, Rivers State Chapter - Amb. Sukubo 
Saraigbe Sukubo was validly elected as the President of 
the National Youth Council of Nigeria in line with 
stipulated rules in the newly approved constitution of 

Three former NYCN Presidents @ the NYCN Congress
where Amb.  Sukubo emerged as NYCN President

NYCN 2018.
Within the few months of his emergence, NYCN President, 
Amb Sukubo Sara-igbe Sukubo who double as the 
Chairman of NYCN Forum of State Chairmen has set the 
pace for repositioning NYCN for deserving greatness, 
despite the lackadaisical attitude of the Minister for Youth & 
Sports to respect the court judgment that declared his 
Gombe State Congress as a charade.

The validity of his leadership and protection of his mandate 
was recently proved in the presence of the President, 
Federal Republic of Nigeria at the launch of the "Unity 
Band" by the Good Governance Ambassadors of Nigeria 
(GOGAN) where he was announced as the recognized 
President of NYCN in the presence of the Minister for Youth 
& Sports - Solomon Dalung. Though the feat surprised the 
Minister who had thought the Presidency will support his 
vain efforts to cripple the genuine resolutions of the NYCN 
structures that elected Amb Sukubo Saraigbe Sukubo as 
their President. Days after the GOGAN event came the 
launch of “Transition Hour " a book in honour of former 
President Goodluck Jonathan (GCFR) 60th birthday, 
behold, Amb Sukubo Saraigbe Sukubo was majestically 
recognized again in the full glare of all dignitaries as NYCN 
President.

Beyond the government circle, Amb Sukubo Saraigbe 
recently organised a public discuss at Lekass Hotels & 
Suites Main Hall in Port Harcourt on 11th November, 2018  
in commemoration of Africa Youth Day Celebration. The 
event had in attendance, eminent Youth Leaders from across 
the Country. Notable among the participants were Royal 
Fathers from Akuku-Toru Local Government of Rivers 
State, Speaker, National Youth Parliament - Hon Ayo Obe 
and several leaders of indigenous Youth Bodies such as 
Igbimo Odo Yoruba - Afenifere, Ohaneze Ndigbo Youth 
Organization, Arewa Youth Movement etc.
Though his detractors are not relenting in their efforts to 
challenge his legitimate reign as NYCN President, the 
antecedents of Amb Sukubo Sara-igbe Sukubo as a veteran 
Youth Leader that rose through the ranks in youth activism 
indicates that, his expertise, exposure and experience are 
guarantee that he has the capacity to rescue NYCN from the 
usurpers permanently.

...Youth Focus
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